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TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Gerald Greene Term expires 1992
Charles Nassin Tern expires 1993
June E. Parker Term expires 1994
TRUSTEES OF HJE LIBRARY
Paula BaldMin Term expires 1992
Lucia H. Bequaert TerM expires 1993
James Crenshan Tern expires 199*
TRUSTEES OF IHE ELLIOT INSTITUTE




Donald 0. Crutch ley Tern expires 1992
Katherine Metzger Tern expires 1992
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Frances Yasvin Term expires 1992
Marjorie H. Ayers Term expires 1994
Irene Holmes Term expires 1996
S
TOIM OFFICERS
COMMISSIONERS OF PLftNTE MEMORIPL PORK
Robert W. Dunton Term eKpires 1992
Mark Dunton Term expires 1992






Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr.
FIRE MflRDS
John Hoiman Term expires 1992
William N. Prigge Term expires 1993




Edward Saari Term expires 1992
Robert Dunton Term expires 1993
Mark Dunton Term expires 1994
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Saturday 9:00 AM - 12:00 noon
THE STPTE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT 1992
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, in
the County of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to
vote in town affairs, you are hereby notified to meet
at the Town Hall in said Fitzwillian on Tuesday, the
tenth day of March next at seven (7:00) o* clock in the
afternoon to act on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To bring in your votes for the election
of one Selectman for three years, one Fire Ward for
three years, two Planning Board members for three
years, one Budget Committee member for one year, two
Budget Committee members for three years, one Trustee
of Trust Funds for three years, one Trustee of Library
for three years, one Cemetery Commissioner for three
years, and three Commissioners of Plante Memorial Park
for one year.
Polls will open not later than 2;00 p.m. and close
not earlier than 7:00 p.m., or such later time as shall
be authorized by vote of the town.
ARTICLE 2. <By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of the Amendment to the existing town zoning
ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board, as
follows: Amend Article 127-30 by deleting in its
entirety Article 127-30B(f) which provides ''The sign
contractor must provide the town with a certificate of
liability"?
D ™ D NO
ARTICLE 3. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of the Amendment to the existing Historic
District ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board,
as follows: Amend the Historic District so that it
would be bounded by the following roads and Lot lines,
in each case, the described Lot being included in the
Historic District as amended, with all references to
Map numbers and Lot numbers being in accordance with
the Tax Maps of the Town of Fitzwilliam:
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Beginning at the northwest corner of the junction
of Routes 12 and 119 at Map 34 Lot S; thence
southerly across Route 119 to the northeast corner
of Map 34 Lot 1; thence along the east side and
south side of Map 34 Lot 1 to Map IS Lot 6<9;
thence southerly along the east side of Map IS Lot
6(9, to Map 11 Lot 44; thence easterly along the
north side of Map 11 Lot 44; thence in a general
southerly or southeasterly direction along the
easterly boundary of Map 11 Lot 44 to Map 11 Lot
S9; thence continuing in a general southerly
direction along the easterly bound of Map 11 Lot
59; thence in a westerly direction along the
southerly bound of Map 11 Lot S9 crossing the
Templeton Turnpike to Map 11 Lot 42 and continuing
westerly on the southerly bound of Map 11 Lot 42
to Map 11 Lot 41; thence southerly on the easterly
boundary of Map 11 Lot 41; thence westerly on the
southerly boundary of Map 11 Lot 41 crossing the
Collins Pond Road to Map 29 Lot 24; thence
westerly on the southerly boundary of Map 29 Lot
24; thence northerly on the westerly boundary of
Map 29 Lot 24; thence westerly on the southerly
boundary of Map 29 Lot 24 to Map 11 Lot 28; thence
westerly, southerly and westerly along the
boundary of Map 11 Lot 28 to Route 119 (Depot
Road - General James Reed Highway) ; thence
northerly on the easterly side of Route 119 on the
westerly bound of Map 11 Lot 28 and the westerly
bound of Map 30 Lot 9 to a point opposite the
southeast comer of Map 30 Lot 6; thence crossing
Route 119 and proceeding westerly along the
southerly bound of Map 30 Lot 6; thence northerly
along the westerly bound of Map 30 Lot S to the
Richmond Road; thence westerly crossing the
Richmond Road to Map 11 Lot 18; thence in a
northwesterly, southwesterly, northerly and
northwesterly direction along the general
southerly bound of Map 11 Lot 18 to the Matthews
Road; thence crossing the Matthews Road to Map 11
Lot 19; thence in a southwesterly direction along
the Matthews Road and along the southeasterly
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boundary of Map 15 Lot I; thence northerly along
the westerly boundary of Map IS Lot 1 to the
Rhododendron Road; thence northerly crossing
Rhododendron Road; thence north%«esterly on
Rhododendron Road to the southwest corner of Map
15 Lot 3-1; thence northerly on the west side of
Map 15 Lot 3-1, continuing northerly on the
westerly side of Map 15 Lot 3, and continuing
northerly on the westerly side of Map 15 Lot 6;
thence easterly on the northerly bound of Map 15
Lot 6 to Map 15 Lot 11; thence northerly on the
westerly bound of Map 15 Lot 11 and Map 15 Lot
ll-l to the Upper Troy Road; thence southeasterly
on the Upper Troy Road along Map 15 Lot 11-1 and
Map 15 Lot 11-2; thence crossing Upper Troy Road
to Map 15 Lot 10; thence northeasterly on the
northwest side of Map 15 Lot 10 crossing an old
logging road to Map 15 Lot 9; thence in an
easterly direction on the northerly boundary of
Map 15 Lot 9 and continuing in a general easterly
direction on the northerly bound of Map 15 Lot 3<9
to Route 12; thence in a general southerly or
southeasterly direction on the west side of Route
12 along the easterly boundary of Map 15 Lot 30,
Map 15 Lot 31, Map 15 Lot 9-4, Map 15 Lot 9-3,
Map 15 Lot 9-2, Map 15 Lot 32, Map 15 Lot 33, Map
33 Lot 28, Map 33 Lot 29, Map 33 Lot 30, Map 32
Lot 42, Map 34 Lot 6 and Map 34 Lot 5, to the
place of beginning?
D «- D NO
ARTICLE 4. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
sub-section 5 of the first paragraph of Section 1
entitled Authority and Purpose on page 1 to change
"wildlife" to "wild flora and fauna"?
D -- D NO
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ARTICLE S. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Ainendiaent No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the tonn Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
the second paragraph under Section 1 entitled Authority
and Purpose on page 1 to change reference to **fish and
wildlife" to ''plants and animals" and to add "fish"
after "waterfowl" in the same line?
n - D NO
ARTICLE 6. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adopt icKi of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
sub-section <^ of Section 1 at the top of page 2
entitled Authority and Purpose to change reference to
"wildlife" to "wild flora and fauna"?
n - n NO
ARTICLE 7. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
under Section 2 entitled Definitions on page 2 at the
end of the first paragraph to delete the phrase "most
current version of the" and add at the end of the
sentence "in the version published in January of 1989"?
D •- D NO
ARTICLE 8. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No.S as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 2 entitled Definitions on page 3 adding a new
paragraph S. f . concerning the definition of alter as
follows: "S. f . introduction of non-native plant and
animal species"?
n ™ n NO
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ARTICLE 9. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the tovm Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4 entitled Procedural Requirements on page S by
changing sub-paragraph 4. d. so that the end of said
paragrarMi reads "the altered wetland area is Less than
2,000 square feet"?
n«' D NO
ARTICLE 10. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4 entitled Procedural Requirements on page 6 by
changing sub-paragraph 5. d. to delete the end of the
sentence so that it would read "accepted methods and
procedures are to be followed for construction"?
n- D NO
ARTICLE 11. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4 entitled Procedural Requirements on page 6 by
adding a new paragraph 6. d. as follows: **6. d. No
underground fuel storage tank or tank containing other
ha2ardous materials shall be place in the WPOD"?
D ™ D NO
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ARTICLE 12. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendoient No.9 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follovis: Amend
Section 4, entitled Procedural Requirenients on page 6,
paragraph 7. a. by deleting the phrase "but not
enlarging an" so that the sub-paragraph reads: "7. a.
Maintaining, repairing or replacing an existing and
lawfully located structure or public utility..."?
D •= D NO
ARTICLE 13. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 1(9 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4, entitled Procedural Requirements on page 6,
paragraph 7. b. be generally amended so that it would
read: "7. b. Emergency projects may commence prior to
receiving authorization provided that notification will
be provided within 24 hours of commencement of work and
an application will be submitted within three business
days and only that work necessary for abatement of the
emergency is performed"?
n - n NO
ARTICLE 14. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 11 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4, entitled Procedural Requirements on page 7,
paragraph 9 involving time limits to read: "9. The
approving board shall have authority to issue approval
subject to conditions including time limitations as
deemed appropriate"?
n - n NO
ARTICLE 15. To hear and act upon the reports of
agents, committees and officers heretofore chosen.
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ARTICLE 16. To see if the toMn Mill vote to appoint
a committee to have charge of the Memorial Day exer-
cises, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to author-
ize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sun of S17,O0O.MI to purchase and
equip a vehicle for the Police Department: S8, 000. 00 to
be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve fund created by
Article 19 at the 1991 Annual Town Meeting, S9,000.00
to come out of current tax revenues, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $20,800.00 for repairs to
the Town Hall, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $46,000.00 to replace the
Kemp Brook culvert on the Royalston Road, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $35,000.00 to reconstruct
Angier Road and the portion of the Richmond Road
between Angier Road and Rhododendron Road, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $46,000.00 to purchase a
front-end loader for use by the Highway Department; the
currently owned loader to be used as a trade-in for
this purchase, or take any action thereon.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 23. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for the replace-
ment of the Priest Brook culvert on «4 Road, or take
any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 24. To see if the toMn will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $27,750.00 to purchase a
1970 Mack fire engine currently being leased by the
Town; $25,000.00 to be withdrawn from the Capital Re-
serve fund created by Article 11 at the 1969 Annual
Town Meeting, the remainder to come from current tax
revenues, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,800.00 to support the
operation of the Meadowood County Area Fire Department,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2,011.00 for the support of
Monadnock Family Services, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 27. To hear the report of the Budget Com-
mittee and pass any vote in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to form a committee to study
the feasibility of withdrawing from the Monadnock
Regional School District and recommend alternate means
of educating Fitzwilliam children; the committee to be
composed of seven members to include the Chairmen of
the Planning Board, Budget Committee and Board of
Selectmen, with four members to be named by the Board
of Selectmen; the committee to provide an initial
report to the 1993 Annual Town Meeting, or take any
act ion thereon
.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to transfer the unexpended
balance of the annual appropriation for the Conserva-
tion Commission to a conservation fund as authorized by
RSA 36 - A:5, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 30. (By Petition) To see if the Town will
vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell Map 28, Lot 32,
approximately 1/A acre, to Terry Silverman for the sum
of $800.00, or take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to convey approxioiately two
acres of tax deeded property on Old Rindge Road, shown
on the Town Tax Maps as Nap 16, Lot 25, to Floyd and
Muriel Scholz, relatives of the former owner, for such
amount as the Board deems to be in the best interest of
the Town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate with the Boston
and Maine Corp. (Guilford Transportation Industries,
Inc. ) for the purchase of land shown on the Town Tax
Map 27 as Lot 16 approximately 1.3 acres together with
portions of the railroad right-of-way, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town wiH vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to sell the 1965
International fire truck, the proceeds of the sale to
be deposited in the Fire Department Capital Reserve
fund created by Article 11 at the 1969 Annual Town
Meeting, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 3A. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to trade, sell, or otherwise
dispose of any unusable vehicles or equipment of any of
the departments of the Town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to convey any real estate
acquired by the town by tax collector's deed or execu-
tion of a real estate tax lien by the Tax Collector,
such conveyances to be made by public auction, or
advertised sealed bids, in accordance with RSA 80:8d,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the
town gifts, legacies and devises made to the town in
trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19,
or take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by to%«n meeting, money
from the state, federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the year,
in accordance with RSP 31:9S-b, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 38. To see if the town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of
any street shown on a subdivision plat approved by the
planning board, provided that such street has been con-
structed in accordance with the approval of the sub-
division plat by the Planning Board and has been con-
structed in accordance with applicable town specifica-
tions as determined by the Board of Selectmen or their
agent, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 39. (By Petition) To see if the Town will
vote to rescind the action taken on Article 30 of the
1967 Annual Town Meeting and vote to make the office of
Highway Agent an elected one starting in 1993, or take
any action thereon.
GIVEN UNDER our hands this /C - day of February in
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TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1,030,658 1,061,004 1,022,352 70,000
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SOURCES OF REVENUE














Land Use Change Tax 18,1
Yield Taxes 18,1
Interest ft Penalties on Taxes 35,1
LICENSES (M) PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Periit Fees 168, Me
Other Licenses, Peraits ft Fees 6,888
FROM STATE
Shared Revenue 38,888
Highttay Block Grant 52,617
ReioiburseMnt- State Forest Land 488
CHOREES FOR SERVICE
IncoM Froe Departaents 15,888
MISCELLANEOUS RE\eiES
Sale of ToMO Property l,i
Interest on Investments 35,888
Rent of ToNn Property 1,888
Franchise Fee - Cable TV I 588
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
Capital Reserve Fund


































TOTAL RE\«tES AND CREDITS 415,517 462,768
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MARCH 12, 1991 SYNOPSIS
ANNUAL TOMN MEETING - FITZUILLIAM, NH
The Annual Tovm Meeting Mas called to order at 2:80 PM
by Moderator Pro Te«, Mary Crooke. The etipty ballot
box Mas displayed and voting started iMnediately on
the folIoMing articles:



















t Elected to Office for specified term
tThomas B. Lacy
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ftRTICLE 2. (By Ballot) ftre you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the tonn zoning ordinance as follows:
Creation of a FITZyiLLIftN WETLftNDS PROTECTION OVERLAY
DISTRICT?
YES 216 NO 102
ARTICLE 3. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: Amend
Note #3 of the Table of Standard Dimensional Regulations
to make the Minimum Lot Area requirements consistent
with the proposed Wetlands Ordinance?
YES 192 NO 123
The evening meeting opened at 7PM by Moderator William
N. Prigge. The Girl Scouts presented the colors,
followed by the salute to the Flag, and prayer by Rev.
Lynda Tolton.
A motion was made and seconded to waive the reading of
the entire warrant at this time, and to take up each
article one at a time.
Mr. William Connelly made a motion that this meeting
be adjourned no later than 11PM March 12, 1991. If
there is unfinished business at that time the meeting
stand adjourned until 7PM Tuesday, March 19, 1991. A
poll of the house vote resulted in:
YES 51 NO 82
The motion did not carry.
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ARTICLE h. To hear and act upcsn the reports of
agents, committees and officers heretofore chosen.
Selectman Parker moved the passage of the article and
it was seconded. Some information Mas missing from
the Town Report such as the table of contents, and the
Fire Uards report that was received too late for the
printer. He thanked the Girl Scouts for cleaning the
upper hall before the to«<n meeting. A thank you was
given to Selectman Donald Crutch ley for the years that
he has served on the Board. A round of applause was
given to him.
ARTICLE 5. It was voted to appoint a committee to
have charge of the Memorial Day exercises.
ARTICLE 6. Voted to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 7. Voted to rescind all previous votes
relative to compensation for the Town Clerk-Tax
Collector, and authorize the Board of Selectmen to
establish a salary and benefit package, such action to
be retroactive to January 1, 1991.
ARTICLE 8. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,800. (Ml to support the operation of the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department.
ARTICLE 9. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,768.00 for the support of Monadnock Family
Services.
ARTICLE 10. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $20,000.00 for the re-surfacing of town roads.
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ARTICLE 11. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $30,000.00 for repairs to the HoMeville Road.
Highway Agent, Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr. reported that the
repairs would cover 3/ 10th of a mile on Howeville Rd.
Louise Bill questioned him about cutting trees in the
summer of 1988 and part of 1989 on Dodge Hill. He
stated that Public Service cut most of the trees not
the town.
ARTICLE 12. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $20,000.00 for repairs to the Sandy Hollow Road.
Highway Agent, Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr. reported that
2/ 10th of a mile will be repaired. Trees will be cut
and abutters will be notified.
ARTICLE 13. Voted to raise and appropriate the sun
of $10,000.00 to be added to funds already raised, to
be used for the purchase and crushing of gravel, or
purchase of gravel already crushed, for use by the
Highway Department. Highway Agent, Edwin 0. Mattson,
Jr. reported that $8,000 can be used from the 1990
budget. He will buy gravel as it is needed.
ARTICLE lA. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $60,000.00 for remodeling the Village Fire Station.
Fire Ward William Prigge spoke abcxjt the proposal and
had a blue print of the plans for the building. A poll
of the house vote resulted in the following:
YES 90 NO A9
ARTICLE 15. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,000.00 to be added to funds already raised, to be
used for the purchase of protective gear and monitors
for the Fire Department. A motion to amend the article
to $2,000.00 was defeated.
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ARTICLE 16. This article Mas not passed to
re-surface and line the Area under the Recreation
Department Pole Barn for a sum of $2,250.00.
ARTICLE 17. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $<^, 00(9. 00 for the purchase and installation of a
heater in the recycling building.
ARTICLE 18. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,000.00 for the purchase of trailers to be used at
the recycling center.
ARTICLE 19. Voted to raise and appropriate the sun
of $8,000.00 to create a Capital Reserve Fund for the
purchase of a vehicle for the Police Departinent.
ARTICLE 20. To hear the report of the Budget Com-
mittee. A total budget of $1,030,658.00 was passed.
ARTICLE 21. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to arrange for the selective cutting and sale
of timber from town owned property. Selectman Parker
reported that the property to be cut is the Mabel
Whit comb land on Widow Gage Road that now belongs to
the Town.
ARTICLE 22. Voted to establish the price of a
10* M 10* lot in Pine Grove Cemetery at $125.00 for
residents and $350.00 for non-residents, and to require
all purchasers to establish a trust fund in the amount
of $200.00 at the time of purchase to cover the proper
care of the lot, provided that an affirmative vote on
this Article would supersede action taken on Article 20
at the Annual Meeting of the town of March 9, 1971 and
any other vote of the town with respect to establishing
prices for lots and trust funds at the Pine Grove
Cemetery.
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PRTICLE 23. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to expend the balance of funds in the 22Sth
Anniversary Account for the purpose of preserving
historical town records in accordance with the report
of the special coounittee appointed by vote of the 1988
Town Meeting on Article 38.
ARTICLE 24. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to trade, sell, or otherwise dispose of any
unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the
departments of the Town.
ARTICLE 25. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the
town by tax collector's deed or execution of a real
estate tax lien by the Tax Collector, such conveyance
to be made by public auction, or advertised sealed
bids, in accordance with RSA 80:8(9.
ARTICLE 26. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept on behalf of the to%m; gifts,
legacies and devises made to the town in trust for any
public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
ARTICLE 27. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action by town meeting, money from the state,
federal or other governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the year, in accordance
with RSA 3l:95-b.
ARTICLE 28. Voted to author i2e the Board of
Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown
on a subdivision plat approved by the planning board,
provided that such street has been constructed to
applicable town specifications as determined by the
Board of Selectmen or their agent.
Winston Wright, School Board Representative, asked to
speak at this time. He said that volunteers were
needed to serve on a committee for the elementary
28
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school proposal. Those interested could see him after
the meeting.
ARTICLE 29. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to withdraw accumulated interest in the
Sports Field Capital Reserve fund established by
Article 17 of the Annual Meeting of the town in 198A
and to transfer said funds to the Charles Wallace
Memorial Fund to be used for the Sports Field. This
Article was passed as amended.
The meeting adjourned at 9 P.M.







The Board of Selectmen would like to extend its ap-
preciation to all those Mho have given of their time
and energy to serve on the various town committees and
boards. Ue also Mish to thank local organizations
serving the citizens of our town. Your efforts
continue to maintain and improve the quality of life
in Fitzwilliam.
The Town ended 1991 in good financial condition, de-
spite the economic climate. Ue have no long term debt,
tax revenues came in very well, and Department Heads
did an excellent Job of holding down spending. In
1992, as in 1991, we expect to use $60,000 from our
unencumbered fund balance to reduce property taxes.
New construction was at its lowest point in years. Ue
issued 70 building permits: A new single family homes
and one commercial building, the remainder being gar-
ages, barns, sheds, decks, additions and renovations.
The Village Fire Station has been rebuilt under the
guidance of the Town Fire Wards, and was successfully
completed within budget. Our congratulations to the
Fire Wards for a job well done.
Several projects have been completed on town buildings.
Pt the Public Safety building the kitchen and rest-
rooms were painted, a raised bed with foundation plan-
ting was installed and the parking lot paved. The Town
Hall has new carpeting in the hallway and one room.
On the exterior, the electric and telephone wires have
been removed from the building and placed underground.
During 1992 we need to replace the roof on the bell
deck of the Town Hall steeple. This was not part of
the roofing project done four years ago. Ue also plan
to build a ramp on the rear of the building to provide
access, as required by Federal law, to meet the needs
of the handicapped without changing the appearance of
the front of the Town Hall. A third project involves
replacing the uneven stones in the front walkway.
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This year we have adopted a new chart of accounts as
recommended by the State Department of Revenue Admini-
stration. The change will be most evident in the 1992
budget. The former Town Officers* Salary Account and
Town Officers* Expense Accounts have been replaced
with an Executive Account, Election Registration and
Vital Statistics Account, and a Financial Administra-
tion Account. The other major change is charging
health insurance, workers* compensation, unemployment
compensation, retirement, PICA, etc to the individual
departments. This will in fact provide a better
picture as to what each department costs the totwi.
A second area of change affecting the budget is the
definition of Capital Outlay. Capital items are defined
as a physical public betterment or improvement involv-
ing a facility, a parcel of land, or a piece of major
equipment with a value exceeding $19,000 and a life ex-
pectancy in excess of S years. Equipment and projects
not meeting this standard are included in the various
department operating budgets.
The Town*s recycling program and Transfer Station con-
tinue to be successful and cost effective. Ue apprec-
iate your cooperation in following the guidelines at
our center; we all benefit by reduced disposal fees.
In 1991, we sent 300 tons to the landfill and recycled
200 tons of material, netting about $6,300 in revenue,
and avoiding approximately $20,000 in tipping and
hauling fees.
The Town applied for and received a 50% matching grant
from the Office of State Planning, Governors Recycling
Grant Program, to purchase two road worthy trailers.
They will be used to store and haul paper products to
market. This allows us to have a better product and a
more efficient use of manpower. Me also added a heat-
ing system and insulation to the Recycling Building.




We want to thank all of those mho have volunteered on
Saturdays to assist at the Recycling Center, with a
special thanks to Dorthea Crowley for continuing to
coordinate the volunteer schedule. Many thanks to;
Laurie Pulis, Mary Lou Fuller, Len Hirschberger, Mike
Terpstra, Frank Bequaert, Carey Bluhm, Jill Buckham,
Dottie Crowley, Gerry Holcomb, Jim Kates, Gail Landy,
Susan Link, Jim Parison, Jeanne Prevett, Rick and Lynn
Rumba, Charles Holland, and Brian Gill.
We conclude by saying it has been a distinct privilege
to serve the town of Fitzwilliam as your Selectmen.
We look forward to continuing to work for you during
1992 and wish all of you the very best.
Respectfully submitted,






^chon, Clukgy & Co., pc
y'ified Public Accountants
> Middle Street




Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
for the year ended December 31, 1991, and have issued our report thereon dated January 21,
1992.
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Town of Fitz-
william, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1991, we considered its internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing
our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control
structure.
The management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire is responsible for estab-
lishing and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates
and judgments by management are required to asisess the expected benefits and related costs ot
internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc-
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are execut-
ed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the prepa-
ration of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to
future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of polices and procedures
may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control struc-




Expenditures for goods and services •
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
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For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the
design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and
we assessed control risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
maters in the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is
a reportable condition in which the design or operation of the specific internal control structure
elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in
amounts that would be material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being
audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal
course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal
control structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined
above.
We also noted other matters involving the internal control structure and its operation
that we have reported to the management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire in a
separate letter.
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Selectmen. This restriction




For the Year 1991
TAXES
Property Taxes CoMitted
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes CoMitted
Interest & Penalties on Taxes
FINRNCIflL REPORT
For the Ymt 1991
IITTERFUND OFEWTINB TWNSFHg IN
Tranter froe Capital Reserve Fund 2,397
Total 2,397
TDTflL RB^UES FROM Ml SOURCES $ 2,934,343









For the Year 1991









































TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $ 1,030,684 $ 1,834,483
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SCHEDULE OF TOHN PROPERTY
flS OF 12/31/91
DESCRIPTION VRLUE
ToMfi Hall, Land & BuiLdings % 600,OM
Furniture & Equiptnent 30,000
Library, Land & Buildings 183,300
Furniture & Equipfnent 50,000
Police Departinent, Land & Buildings 3S,000
Equipment 20,000
Fire Department, Land & Buildings 146,500
Equipment 130,000
HighMay Department, Land & Buildings 130,000
Equipment 110,000
Materials & Supplies 25,000
Parks, Commons & Playgrounds 120,000
Cemetery, Land 150,000
Equipment 2,500
Trash Transfer Station 75,000
Tax Deeded Land 90,000
Conservation Property 165,000
TOTAL % 2,062,300
SUMNARY INVENTORY OF VRLUATION
Value of Land t 70,537,525
Value of Buildings 73,488,600
Public Utilities 3,509,950
Total Valuation Before Exemptions 147,536,075
Blind Exemption (2) 30,000
Elderly Exemption (52) 1,512,500
Solar/UindpoMer Exemption (1) 2,700
Total Exemption Al lowed 1,545,200
Net Valuation on Uhich





Total Town Appropriations -* % 1,038,658.00
Total Revenues & Credits - Aia,3A2.M
Net ToMH Appropriations - 620,316.00
Net School Tax Assessment ^ 1,698,570.00
County Tax Assessment * 224,439.00
Total of ToMn, School, County - 2,543,325.00
DEDUCT Total Business
Profits Tax Reimbursement - 49,566.00
ADD Uar Service Credits -*- 20,400.00
ADD Overlay * 26,082.00








New England Power Company $ 604,200















For the TaK Year 1991
PURPOSES OF WPPROPRIftTIOMS ftNOUMT
GENERAL GOVERNNENT
ToMn Officers* Salaries % 3A,2M.M
Town Officers* Expenses 64,50d.M
Election & Registration Expenses 2,600.00
Ceneter ies 1 3, 722. 00
General Governnent Buildinss 36,000.00
Reappraisal of Property 5,000.00







MeadoMOod Fire Dept. (Article 21) 1,800.00
HIGHUAYS, STREETS ft BRIDGES
General Highway Dept. Expenses 221,025.00
Street Lighting 8,900.00
SANITATION









For the Tait Year 1991
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 27,A91.ed
Parks and Recreation 18,000.80
Patriotic Purposes 500.00
Conservation CoMiission 1,100.00
, WW. WnPParks and Precincts
DEBT SERVICE
Interest: Tax Anticipation Notes 35,000.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Road Oil & Grits (Art. 10) 20,000.00
Howeville Road (Art. 11) 30,000.00
Sandy Hollow Road (Art. 12) 20,000.00
Crushed Gravel (Art. 13) 10,000.00
Eagle Building Renovation (Art. 14) 60,000.00
Fire Dept. Gear/Honitors (Art. 15) 1,000.00
Recycling Center - Heater (Art. 17) 4,000.00
Recycling Ctr-Storage Trailer (Art. 18) 4,000.00
CAPITAL RESERVE
Police Dept. (Art. 19) 8,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS
PICA, Retirement, Pension Contrib. 31,000.00
Insurance 76, 500. 00
Unemployment Compensation 2,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS % 1,030,658.00
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SOURCES OF REVENUE
For the Tax Year 1991
TftXES
Yield Taxes % ]e,M0.M
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 50,800.00
Inventory Penalties 3,500.00
Land Use Change Tax 10,000.00
INTERBOVERNMEMTRL REVENUES - STftTE
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 26,386.00
Highway Block Grant 52,617.00
Reimbursement - State Forest Land 238.00
LICENSES RND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 150,000.00
Dog Licenses 2,100.00
Business Licenses, Permits, Filing Fees 10.00
Town Clerk Fees 7,000.00
CHRRBES FOR SERVICE
Income From Departments 11,600.00
Rent of Town Property 1,200.00
NISCELLflNEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits 13,000.00
Interest on Certificates of Deposit 2,500.00
Sale of Town Property 1,000.00
Franchise Fee - Cable TV 800.00
OTHER FINRNCINB SOURCES
Withdrawals From General Fund Trusts 9,000.00
Fund Balance 59,291.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS % 410,342.00
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1991
DESCRIPTION AMOUNT TOTAL
TOHN QFFILLKS' SALARIES
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES





DETAILED STATDCNT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1991
DESCRIPTICM flWUNT TOTflL
Hardware/Nuts/Bolts
DETMLa STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
OETAILE) STATDENT OF EXPQOITIAES













DETAILED STATQCNT OF EXPENDITURES
















DETAILED STATEMBfT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1991
DESCRIPTICM flWHT TOTAL
CAPITAL aniAY
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ' SUMNflRY OF TAX ACCOWTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMER 31, 1991
TDUN OF FITZUILLIAN, m
-DR-
LEVIES OF;
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning Fiscal Year:
TAX CQLLECnrS REPORT - SUMPRY OF TAX 9ALEAAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEHBER 31, 1991
TOW OF FITZUILLIAN, W
-DR-
Tax Lien on account of Levies of:
1998 1TO9 Prior
Balance of Unredeeaed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year; $130,863.89 $42,416.88
Taxes Executed to Town
During Fiscal Year; $218,812.88
Interest Collected After
Lien Execution; 3,851.21 8,732.94 9,848.88
Redemption Costs; 4,145.58
TOTAL DEBITS $ 226,889.59 $ 138,796.83 $ 52,257.88
-CR-
Reaittance to Treasurer;
Redetptions $ 52,851.85 $ 36,586.28 $ 31,498.







Bracket t, Donald H.
Brogan, David J
Burt, Randolph
Cantwell, Kevin R. & Barbara
Casey* s Camp Site Co. Inc.
Charlie's Camp Site Co. Inc.
Colella, Steven T. & Jane M.
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Condominium Assoc. Devi p.
Desmond, Walter & Nancy
Dunton, Lewis
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Patriarca
Eddy, Henry, Nicole, & J. Patricarca




Greene Trustee, Raymond C.
Knight, Steven A.
Koster, Peter J.




Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E.
O'Brien, Nancy
Richardson Trustee, Luray
Royce, John J. & Janet L.
Rush, Gary L.
Rybak, Aaron
S & L Realty Trust, L. Richardson
Skinner, Edson & Lea
Sweeney, Mark D.












































Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Willard, Robert R.
Williams, Eddie L. & Debora
Williams, Kevin J.










Balances as of December 31, 1991.












Bullock, Benjamin L. & Frances B.
Burt, Randolph
Burt, Timothy & Donna
Cantwell, Kevin R. & Barbara
Casey* s Camp Site Co. Inc.
Charlie* s Camp Site Co. Inc.
Colella, Steven T. & Jane M.
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Condominium Associates Dev. Team
Decatur, Thomas B. & Lucille
Desmond, Ualter F. & Nancy L.
Dunton, Lewis
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Patriarca
Eddy, Henry, Nicole & J. Patriarca
Englander, Irvin S.
Fish, Norman M. & Pauline




Goodwin, Jr., Russell G.
Green, Trustee, Raymond C.
Griffin, Daniel T.
Huntoon, Mary E.
Kendall et al, Frank
Knight, Steven A.
Koster, Peter J.
Kraft, Stephen M. & Arlene
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy
Lapsley, Joseph A. & Ramona J.
Lawrence, Keith E.












































Mandra, Joseph $ 335.51
Martin, Nancy «. 734.41
McNutt, Donald L. & Iris B. 437.36
Meattey, David R. S2Q. 4B
Meattey, Theodore 3,219.55
Merriman, Joseph & Janice Barry 2,731.70
Morin, Steven M. & Michele L. 1,520.62
Mullin, Rita J. 3, 127. 11
Nattila, Steven S. & Robyn 1,842.99
Newton, Joseph R. 231.29
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. 764.43
Niemela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J. 3,101.40
O'Brien, Nancy ft. 947.34
0* Connor, James J. & Frances M. 480. 33
Olson, Michael C. & ft. Seppala 1,676.16
Park & Sons, Inc. 110.54
Patterson, Kimberly ft. 101.38
Richards, Donald R. 18.50
Richardson, Trustee, Luray 5,741.01
Ridabock, Peter P. 1,909.62
Robichaaud, Thomas ft. & Jo-ftnn 1,678.24
Robinson, Timothy B. & Mary 33.50
Rush, Gary L. 619.92
Russell, Donald & Sherry 720.48
Rybak, ftaron 1,048.81
S & L Realty Trust, L.Richardson 853.17
Shawmut Bank, N. ft. 2,017.41
Skinner, Edson M. & Lea M. 2,622.33
Streeter, David J. 985.23
Sweeney, Mark D. 444. 41
Trueax, Bradley J. & Kathleen ft. 736.06
Uhtenwoldt, Mar lies L. 732.07
Unknown, ?? 1,363.24
Wattendorf, Cynthia Nye 459.31
Uentzell, Richard 679.61
Whipple, Frank D. 297.84
Whipple,Sr., Henry W. 2,047.11
Whitham, Wesley C. 966.63
Williams, Eddie L. & Debora 2,722.07
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NAME








Attinger et al, Faith
Austin, Timothy A.





Bartlett, Ronnie C. & Shantell





Bateman, Richard C. & Phyllis
Bateman, Jr. , Richard C.
Bazley, William 6.
Beaman Lumber, Inc.
Betz, Carl A. & Suzanne
Bigwood, James B.
Bigwood, James B. & Linda A.
Bracket t, Donald H.
Brogan, David J.





Burt, Timothy & Donna
Bush, Uarren
Cantwell, Kevin R. & Barbara
Casey* s Camp Site Co. Inc.
Chapman, Barry G & Rebecca
Charlie* s Camp Site Co. Inc.
Chase Jr. , Howard E.
Christopher, Stephen, Brenda














































Collins, Michael & Janet C.
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Condominium Associates Dev. Team, Inc.
Crenshaw, James R. & Janelle
Croteau, Lawrence P. & Katherine
Cumings, Shirley E. & C. Uelch
Cunningham, Robert A. & Cynthia
Cynewski, Edward P. & L. Tewksbury
Davis, Shirley A. & Carleen
Decatur, Thomas B. & Lucille
Delongchamp, Roger D. & D.J.
Depierrefeau, Alain Y.
Desmond, Ualter F. & Nancy
Dickinson, Thelma J.










Dussault, Joseph & Florence
Dwinell, Richard J.
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Pat ri area





Fish, Norman M. & Pauline
Fitzgerald, Ronald & Barbara
Fleur De Lis Camp
Flook, George L.
Foden, Stanley J. & Patricia E.
Fontaine, Herve R. & Gladys L.
Ford, Lydia U.
Fort in, Robert F. & Sandra
Fournier, James D. & Brenda
Fulton, David
G. Beals Trust, Bank of NE












































Garrett, Donald E. & Cynthia 2,019.00
Geary, Joan E. 1,787.00
Gilman, Richard E. 1,000.00
Goddard, Arnold & Rachael 52A. 50
Goodnow, Richard A. 866.09
Goodwin, Jr. , Russell G. 1,678.00
Grab, Michael & Lola-Gene 1,807.00
Gravel, Donald F. 1,309.00
Green, Trustee, Raymond C. 5,069.00
Griffin, Daniel T. 5,531.00
Guenther, James H. 2,505.36
Guerrette, Helen C. 747.00
Hancock Homes, Inc. 248.00
Handy Jr., Eugene & B. Mitchell 414.00
Hart, Paul R. 829.00
Hautanen, Brian J. & Donna 906.00
Hayes, Gary 90.00
Haynes, Timothy & Susan L. 788.76
Heald, Gary A. 1,018.00
Hill, David L. 51.00
Hill, David L. & Nancy H. 3,076.00
Hilton, Barry P & Shari L. 650.00
Holman, Bertha 129.00
Holman, Rosalie A. & Kathleen 1,659.00
Hughgill Jr., Robert C. & Julie 698.00
Hull Jr., Randy 80.00
Huntoon, Mary E. 1,036.00
Hyde, Ellen R. 224.00
Hymel, Louis J. 1,210.00
Jackson, Joseph & Barbara 1,795.00
Johnson, Bruce 292.00
Johnson, Robert W. 999.40
Johnson, Ronald & Sarah 894.00
Johnson, Russell J. & Annette 788.00
KAB Realty Trust 2,139.00
Keith, Marguerite & Bonnie 246.00
Kendall, Frank et al 526.00
Killory, Daniel & Andrea M. 1,264.00






Kokell, John & Joy M.
Koster, Peter J.
Kraft, Stephen M. & Arlene L.
La Pan, William
LaFave, Robert & Patricia
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy M.
Laps ley, Joseph A. & Ramona J.
Lawrence, Keith E.
Leger, Joseph R.
Limauro, Marino & Marie
Lively, Daniel & Nancy
Longever, Karen & Dana
Lymberg, John U.
MacKenzie, Scott L. & Jolyn
Mahoney, Daniel & Cheryl
Mand ra, Joseph
Manhoff, Harold D. & Mildred D.
Mark Edwin, Enterprises
Martin, Nancy A.
Matterazzo, Eugene M. & Mary E.
Mattson, Edwin G. & Shirley




Merriman, Joseph & Janice
Michelson, Carl
Morin, Steven M. & Michele L.
Morrarty, Florence
Mroz, William & Beverly A.
Mullin, Rita J.
Murphy, Dennis M. & Kevin J.
Nattila, Steven S. & Robyn J.
Newcomb, Paulette & L. Schimke
Newton, Joseph R.
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E.











































Nirenberg, Morris & Rita
0' Connor, James J. & France
0* Toole, Thomas M. & Sheila
Olson, Michael C. & A. Seppala
Parks, Corey S.
Patch, Richard & Nancy
Patterson, Kimberly A.





Porter, Constance & E. Durmer
Pushee, Maurice




Ridge, John P & Deborah
Riley, John & Sheila
Robichaud, Thomas A. & Jo-Ann
Robinson, Jane
Robinson, Timothy & Mary
Rudy, Jr. , Dan & Debra
Rumrill, Robert & Deborah
Rush, Gary L.
Russell, Donald & Sherry
Ryan, Dana & Jeanne E.
Rybak, Aaron
S & L Realty Trust, L.Richardson
Sammartino, Victor A.
Seppala & Aho Construction Co.
ShaMmut Dank, N. A.
Skinner, Edson M. & Lea M.
Smith, Ramona
Snyder, Raymond & Barbara
Songer, Keith
Starkey, Carla R. & Carlton















































Symonds, Randy R. & Debbie
Tartaglia, Salvatore & Joe
Thackston III, Richard
The Huntington Mortgage Co.
Thibodeau, Beverly
Tillson, Homer S. & Dianne
Tommila, Cory F. & Katherine
Tommila, John W.
Trendell, Lance & Katina




Walkonen, Brenda & Fredric
Uattendorf, Cynthia N.
Uebber, C. Richard & Florence
Welch, Cheryl
Uentzell, Richard
Wernick, Jules & Julianne
West, Arthur G.
West, Jean L.
Whalen, William & Patricia
Wheeler, Diana & V. Marchildon
Whipple, Frank D.
Whipple, Jr. , Henry W.
Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Whitham, Wesley C.
Willard, Robert R.
Williams, Eddie L. & Deborah A.
Williams, Kevin J.
Williams, Simon M. & Eudora M.








































Yasvin, Thomas A. & Frances 2,511.00
Zilemba, Christine M. 893.00
Zukis, Mary U. 596.00
> $ 321,188.00
* The total printed here represents the total as of
December 31, 1991, although some names do not appear
because payment was made prior to printing.
UNPAID 1991 YIELD TAX
AS OF 12/31/91
Beaman Lumber, Inc. $ 1,543.23
Parks, Corey S. 23A. 87
1,778.10
UNPAID 1991 LAND USE CHANGE TAX
AS OF 12/31/91
Sail Haven Inc. $ 2,500.00
Balance as of December 31, 1991
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FITZUILLIAM VILLAGE PRECINCT
Financial Report for 1991









Services & Supplies 1,070.48




Balance on Hand - December 31, 1991 $ 707.73
Respectfully submitted,
Shirley H. Connelly




Treasurer: Shirley H. Connelly
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flMURL REPORT OF
M ELLIOT INSTITUTE OF FITZUILLIM
Statement of Receipts & Disburseaents
for the year ending Deceaber 31, 1991.






Sold 386 Bank Boston 1,398.91
Sold 121 Chea Bank 1,517.68
Sold 188 Sears Roebuck 3,829.87
DISBURSEMENTS 1991;




Uestaoreland To««n Band 388.88
Co-Sponsor Civil War Event 58.88
K.R. High School Concert 158.88
State of NH Filing Fee 58.88
Advertising 87.33
Bank Service Charge 47.23
Bought 188 H J Heinz 3,511.86
Bought 188 N Eng Electric 2,726.11











THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE OF FITZMILLIflN
Cont.
tttlUllttttttltt
SECURITIES BI MflRKET VALUE ON 12/31/91;
158 Bell South
im H J Heinz













Town Hall with Seasonal Candles Lit
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REPORT OF TIE LIBMRY TIEflfiURER 1991
Balance on Hand January 1, 1991
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TREASURER 1991
REPORT OF THE ASSETS OF THE FITZMILLIAN LIBRARY
ON DECEHBER 31, 1991


























BUDGET CXMMITTEE REPORT FOR 1991
This year the regional economy continued to be mired
in economic malaise. Many families in Fitzwilliam
found their disposable income inversely proportional
to the financial demand of both municipalities and
schools. This issue was clearly expressed by the
public at the annual budget hearing.
Additionally, the Budget Committee has several
concerns regarding matters beyond their control.
These issues which could have further negative impact
on our taxes and should be addressed;
1. County Government, is asking for a 167. increase
over last years operating request. This will
definitely increase our property tax.
2. The School Budget will cost the taxpayers of
Fitzwilliam an additional 70 cents per $1,000
in real estate taxes. That would be an
additional $70 on a house appraised at
$100,000.
3. There will be an article at the annual school
meeting to determine Fitzwilliam* s tax
obligation to the School District. If this
article passes it would add an additional
$2. 20/$l,000 to our real estate tax.
Taking the above factors into consideration, the
Budget Committee is recommending a budget that is
$8,000 less than last year* s budget approved at the
annual Town Meeting.
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BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 1991
Below is a breakdown of your property tax rate as it
applies to our obligations for Town, County and
School.
Town County School Tax
Tax Tax Tax Rate
1991 Assessment $4.51 $ 1.52 $11.37 $ 17.40
7. of Total .26V. .097. .657. 1.007.
The Budget Committee welcomes the input of our
Fitzwilliam citizens regarding the needs of the town.
We strongly urge your attendance at the budget hearing
in addition to the Annual Town Meeting, fts committee
members, our goal is to establish a budget which will
maintain the quality of life our local residence have
come to expect while maintaining fiscal
responsibility.
Respectfully submitted,
Pustin J. Killeen,Jr. , Chairman
Reino M. LilbacU, Vice Chairman





POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT 1991
In 1991 the Fitzwilliam Police Department handled 922
calls for service and investigated 136 cases. Of these
cases, 45 were felony cases, 55 were misdemeanors, and
30 were violations. This was an increase over last
year.
There were 63 people taken into custody last year, 9
of them were felony arrests, 30 were misdemeanors
arrests and there were 24 arrests for violations.
The police investigated 87 motor vehicle accidents, 13
involved personal injuries, 31 caused property damage,
43 were under $1000 and not reportable.
The Police Department stopped 459 motor vehicles in
1991, from these, 316 warnings were issued and 143
received summons for their violations. Out of the 459
motor vehicles stopped, 249 were stopped for speeding.
In the coming year, once again our goal is to maintain
the level of quality service you have expected from
your Police Department in the past.
Our sincere thanks to you for your continued





POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT 1991
REGISTER OF (PRIMARY) OFFENSES KNOUN FOR 1991
Burglary
ROnO AGENT'S REPORT 1991
Normal summer and winter maintenance and roadside
mowing was done. Brush cutting, cleaning and flushing
of culverts was also done.
The Howeville Road project, from the end of Laurel
Lake to the Jones residence, was completed this year.
The Sandy Hollow Road project, from Howeville Road to
the Hanninen residence, was also completed. We removed
rocks and cleaned the ditches, and some small tree
removal was also required. A 1 1/2" shim coat of hot
top, and a 3/8" stone seal applied were applied to
both roads. Sandy Beach Road and Keene Pvenue were
both graded and gravel was applied where needed. Both
roads received a double stone seal.
The Highway Department made minor road repairs to
Royalston Road from Rt. 119 to Holman Road. Rocks
were removed and ditches were cleared. The roadbeds
by the Favreau and Hagstrom residences were dug and
leveled out and culverts were replaced. The road was
then shimmed and a 3/8" stone seal was applied. The
bridge on #4 Road by Stone's Mill was replaced with a
24" culvert. Head walls and guard rails were also
installed. Rockwood Pond and Columbia Road were
graded and gravel applied where needed. Liquid
calcium was then applied to the surface for better
wear and dust control.
I have requested money in this year's budget to
replace the loader, and to do four road projects:
repair the flngier Road from Rt. 119 to Richmond Road,
repair part of Richmond Road to the Rhododendron
Road, and repair bridges on Royalston and #4 Roads.
I would like to thank all Department Heads,
Select persons, and Townspeople for their assistance
and support throughout the year. '
Respectfully submitted,
Edwin 0. Matt son. Road Agent
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FIRE yORD'S REPORT 1991
1991 CPLLS
The Fitzwilliani Fire Department responded to a record
192 calls in the period from December 1, 1990 through
November 30, 1991, a 7*/. increase. This is less than
the jump of 13.2'/. from 1989 to 1990, however, it
still represents a general long-term trend of
increasing demand on the fire and rescue service.
There were related incidents including 5 structure
fires, 6 electrical related fires, 9 car fires, 3
brush fires, and 5 chimney/partition fires. There
were also several calls for automatic fire alarms,
smoke investigations, gas leaks, and searches. The
Department responded to IS Mutual Qid calls, 10 for
working fires, 2 for cover and 3 for rescue. There
were also 13 motor vehicle accidents and 125 medical
emergency calls unrelated to motor vehicle accidents.
VEHICLES
Our 1978 Ford Pumper and 1978 Mack Tanker continue to
be in excellent condition. However, both need
immediate body work to keep present minor problems
from becoming major problems in the near future.
Ps we have noted in the recent past, our 1965
International Front-line Pumper has been encountering
more problems. In the reports for the past few years
we have indicated the need to purchase a new truck in
1992. During 1991 several major problems occurred
with the International. At the same time, a vehicle
became available through the Rockville, Maryland Fire
Department. Although the Fire Uards had no ability
to purchase a vehicle in mid-year on behalf of the
town, it was decided that this vehicle was too good a
deal to pass up, and a commitment was made, and
backed by the membership to acquire this vehicle and
lease it to the Town until the 1992 annual meeting.
We will ask that this truck be purchased by the town.
The 1965 International is now out of service.
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The rescue truck, hose-reel truck and small forestry
truck, as well as the forestry tanker continue to be
in reasonable condition, however, the rescue truck,
having seen heavy service for 15 years will need
replacing soon. Plmost without exception, this
vehicle rolls to every call the Department has.
VILLftGE FIRE STftTION
In 1991 an Prticle was presented for the renovation
and modernization of the Village Fire Station, ftfter
years of searching for a satisfactory solution to a
Policy Station/Village Fire Station, the town acted
in 1990 to establish the Police Department in a
portion of the Depot Fire Station. This left the
Village Fire Station open again for use solely as a
Fire Station.
In the fall of 1990 former Chief David Raitto worked
with representatives of the MacMillin Company to
develop plans for the renovation of the Village
Station to accommodate at least one Class ft front-
line pumper for a total price of $60,000.00.
MacMillin agreed to work with us on the bidding
process, and an agreement was entered to complete the
entire project for $60,000.00 (the amount of the
appropriation) or less, with any savings being
divided equally between the town and MacMillin. The
Fire Wards feel that representative of the MacMillin
Company, working with various contractors, did an
outstanding job for the Town, notwithstanding many
problems that were encountered in trying to upgrade
this old building. The entire project was completed
with entirely new equipment, as well as a new roof, a
new base radio station, and the Town still received
$2,000.00 back. The Fire Wards extend their thanks
to Peter Marrotte and his crew from MacMillin, and to
Jack Little, the company's Vice President, for their
cooperation and professionalism in doing such a fine
job for the Town.
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GEAR AND FITTINGS
Last year along Mith the Village Fire Station, we
made recommendations for the purchase of new gear and
some additional small hose and fittings. The latter
project was completed with the acquisition of some
additional small and large diameter fitting for the
various trucks.
On the gear account, we were able to completely
outfit six members with new OSHA and NFPA approved
gear, however, a substantial amount of money will be
needed to complete this project. In this connection,
we are recommending an appropriation to allow us to
purchase 20 sets of full turn out gear including
helmets, Nomex hoods, bunker coats, bunker pants and
boots. Uith this appropriation, all fire fighters
except for senior officers will be fully outfitted
with gear that meets current technical standards.
Uith ever stricter safety standards, the Fire Uards
feel that this essential project must be completed as
soon as possible.
MONITORS
Many years ago, the monitors currently used by the
Department to page its members in the event of an
emergency call were purchased by the Association
itself. These units receive heavy wear and are
subject to increasing repair bills. In some
instances, the units have not been repairable. Ue
are recommending an appropriation of $3,800.00 to
start a replacement program of 10 Minitors a year.
The new units would have two frequency capability,
which would allow us to have the rescue members toned
separately when all Department members are not needed
for a call.
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1992 TRUCK REPPIRS
Ue are also suggesting an appropriation of $5,20(9.0(9
for body work on the 1978 Ford Pumper and the 1978
Mack Tanker, The Ford has been the primary front-
line attack truck for the town for 11 years, and is
in need of body work and repainting. This relatively
modest expenditure will extend the life of the vehicle
for several more years. The 1978 Mack Tanker has areas
of body rust in the cab, doors and tank which need to
be attended to promptly. If this appropriation
passes, we intend to get the repair work done on both
trucks as soon as possible after Town Meeting.
PERSONNEL
In preparing these reports, we very often concentrate
too much on the number of calls and status of equip-
ment without mentioning the accomplishments of the
members. Although New Hampshire presently does not
have requirements for volunteer firefighters, 16
Fitzwilliam firefighters have completed the State's
certified firefighter course. In addition, 7 more are
enrolled in a class which is currently in session.
Seven of our members are Emergency Medical Techni-
cians, which requires them to pass a 140 hour class
and a 35 hour refresher with an additional 45 hours
of continuing education, every two years. Five of
these members are certified to operate the automatic
defibrillator which requires them to pass a 16 hour
class and be re-certified every 6 months. Pn addi-
tional 9 members are certified in advanced first aid,
which requires them to pass a 6(9 hour class. Plso,
16 of our members have completed various courses in
hazardous materials response training.
During 1991, in addition to the Emergency Medical
Service and Fire Training and Re-training, 14 members
attended the Meadowood Fall Fire School.
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All of this training is in addition to the monthly
drills conducted by the Department which can range
from structural fire fighting to brush fire
suppression to simulated automobile accidents.
During 1991, aside from having one house burning
drill, we also had a mass casualty drill involving
a simulated school bus accident.
We cite these statistics about training and prepara-
tion to point out that the people who use the equip-
ment and on whose behalf we are asking for new and
updated equipment, are doing more than their part to
Justify your confidence in them as professionals in
the fire and emergency medical services, and to as-




John E. Hoi man
Board of Fire Wards
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JOFFREY, DUBLIN, MARLBOROUGH, TROY, FITZyiLLIPM
The Monadnock Advisory Commission is charged by the
State Legislature with advising the State of New
Hampshire on management policies for lands owned and
leased by the State on Mount Monadnock and its
associated highlands. The Monadnock highlands include
Gap Mountain and Little Monadnock Mountain, and a good
deal of the land managed by the State is leased from
the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests. The Commission includes two members from
each of the five towns and is required to report
annually to the towns on its activities and concerns.
In addition to regularly advising the New Hampshire
Division of Parks and Recreation on Monadnock policy,
the Commission has been active this year in assisting
in the preparation of a long-term management plan for
Mount Monadnock. The Commission hopes to have a draft
plan for review in the first part of 1992.
The commission would welcome your thoughts about the
preservation of these unique highlands.
Members of the Commission are:
Jaffrey: H. C. Royce, Peter Davis
Dublin: Betsey Harris, Bruce McClellan
Marlborough: Ernie Linders, James Everard
Troy: Dave Odams, Ira Gavrin
Fitzwilliam: Donald Crutchley, Thomas Parker
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The Conservation Commission is fortunate to have a
group of committed members with an interesting
diversification of eKpertise. Rosalind and Fred
Slavik have a long history of interest and activity in
the environment. Rosalind uses her career as an
author to write an article for the Fitzwilliam
Newsletter every month. Jeff Porter is a graduate
student in resource management at Pntioch College and
works part-time at Southwest Regional Planning
Commission. Russ Goodwin and Bruce McLaughlin are
long time residents of Fitzwilliam with a vast
knowledge of the topography, wildlife, water
resources, etc. Russ also serves on the Planning
Board. Paul Kotila, a professor at Franklin Pierce
College, teaches biology and brings a wealth of
information to the Commission. Steve Kurtz is a new
alternate member of the commission and promises to be
a valuable addition with his interest in environmental
issues and his commitment to the village. Robin
Haynes is the secretary to the Commission, and is a
valuable presence at our meetings as well as carrying
out all necessary secretarial duties.
The Commission's immediate task is to complete an
inventory of natural resources in Fitzwilliam. We met
with several long time residents of Fitzwilliam to
help identify those resources. Jeff Porter is writing
the water resources section of the inventory.
The Commission held a regional meeting with the
Conservation Commissions from Troy, Rindge, and
Richmond. Ue plan to hold these meetings several times
a year. There is a meeting planned for February 16,
1992 which will focus on the proposed airport in
Gardner/Uinchendon. The Commission plans to work with
the Planning Board to gather information and hold
public meetings regarding the impact that an airport
would have on the area.
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CONSERVnTION CQNHISSION
Our meetings are held on the first and third Thursdays












Claire Drake at Nature Trail Dedication Ceremony
es
PLANNING BOARD
The active case load of the Planning Board in 1991 was
very Iom, reflecting the current economic conditions.
However, the Board used the extra time available to
review regulations and ordinances and bring them into
line with current needs. The Planning Board opened a
dialogue with the different commissions involved with
land use by bringing them together and reviewing their
common concerns.
At Town Meeting in 1991 a Uet lands Ordinance prepared
by the Planning Board and the Conservation Commission
was approved. This regulates land use activities in
wetlands areas and attempts to protect their
resources.
During sessions with the Historic District Commission,
the Planning Board reviewed the present Historic
District and recommended for consideration at the Town
Meeting in 1992 redefinition of the district.
In order to update the Master Plan the Planning Board
arranged to have a Water Resource Management Plan
written, the work for which will be done in 1992.
The Board thanks in particular its alternates who gave
unselfishly of their time, energies and expertise
during the year, not only attending Planning Board
meetings but also outside meetings which benefited the
whole Board.
Meetings of the Planning Board are held on the first
Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the Town Hall to
consider applications. In addition, work sessions are
held as needed. All meetings are open to the public





The Historic District Commission reviet^s applications
for Building Permits within the Historic District for
their impact on the Historic District. The objectives
1. To preserve structures and places of historic
and architectural value.
2. To preserve a district in the municipality
which reflects elements of its cultural,
social, economic, political and architectural
history.
3. To conserve property values.
4. To foster civic beauty.
5. To maintain the existing architecture of the
district.
In 1991 the Commission reviewed with the Planning
Board the present Historic District. They recommended
for consideration at the Town Meeting in 1992 a
redefinition of the Historic District.
The Historic District Commission meets the first
Monday of each month at 4:0(21 p.m. at the Town Hall
whenever there are one or more completed applications
to be considered. Pll meetings are open to the public
and we encourage your attendance and participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles G. Mass in. Chairman
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The Zoning Board of Adjustment hears appeals and
administers special provisions in the Town Ordinances
dealing with Variances, Special Exceptions and
Administrative Decisions in order to provide for the
satisfactory resolution of many of these situations
without burdening the courts.
In 1991 the Board heard seventeen cases, four more
than in 1990. Fourteen were requests for Variances.
Eleven Variances were approved - one with conditions,
and one was as amended. One case which was resolved
by the Selectmen was dismissed. The Board denied two
applications in 1991. The applicant of one of these
applied for a rehearing, which was denied.
The Board has again revised its application fee
structure so that the applicant will cover more of the
mailing costs for hearing a case than in the past.
The Board meets at the Town Hall on the third Monday
of the month at 7:30 p.m. whenever there are one or
more completed applications to be considered. Hearing
notices must be posted in town and advertised in the
newspaper. Individual notices are mailed to abutters.
The meetings are open to the public and we encourage
your participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Fitzwilliam Board of Adjustment
Michael Methe, Chairman





CODE EhFORCEHENT OFFICER'S REPORT 1991
ft total of 70 Building Permits were issued, including
four permits for new homes and one for an addition to
a commercial building. Six Occupancy Permits and
fourteen Oil Burner permits were issued. Several
wood stove and chimney inspections were done, and
foster homes, schools, and Day Care Centers were also
inspected.
If you need assistance with our permits or have
questions regarding our rules and regulations, please
contact the Land Use Office at the Town Hall.
Respectfully submitted,




TOWN HALL AGENT'S REPORT 1991
1991 began with the move of the Police Department to
the newly renovated station in the Public Safety
Building. An open house was held and the Chief and
his Officers are now enjoying their new space. Chief
Ellis may be requesting a stair climber exerciser to
keep everyone in shape now they are on one floor
though.
The Town Hall was almost nonstop activity with all the
Town Committee meetings along with 35 building
rentals. Some of them were one to three times a week
for an eight week period. This year the carpet was
replaced in the downstairs hallways. This required
the opening (where did we put those combinations?) and
removal (not in the cellar) of the two large safes in
the rear hallway. Another historic occasion saw the
last use of our old voting booths which were badly in
need of replacement. The new booths meet the
accessibility and population ratio requirements. The
year ended with Emerson School* s "standing room only"






Claire Drake Nature Trail
The restoration of the Claire Drake Nature Trail was
completed this past year. The Trail, located near the
Emerson School and the tennis courts had become over-
grown and was barely visible. Mrs. Drake, a former
Emerson School teacher, developed the trail approxi-
mately 15 years ago. Former Emerson students associate
many fond memories with her outdoor classroom.
Use of the Trail is not limited to any one season.
During non-snow times the trail is a great place to
take a walk. Uith the anticipated structure change in
our Cross-Country Ski Program, the revitalizat ion of
the Trail provides a less challenging trail with
shelter close at hand for our younger skiers. The
Summer Recreation Program is also able to use the
Trail for nature activities. Teachers at Emerson, in
the tradition of Mrs. Drake, have found the trail a
valuable outdoor learning area for their classes. The
Commission views the Trail as an asset to our
Recreation Prea.
Uinter - Cross-Country Ski Program
Marginal snow conditions contributed to a marginal
sdason. Some program days were cancelled and others
were cut short. The first five program days were
spent hiking the trails. On January 13 we had enough
snow to run the Fitzwilliam Uinter Games which
included a biathlon, relays, games of tag, and an
obstacle course. Marginal snow and ultra cold weather
cut programs short for the rest of January. The first
two scheduled days in February were canceled for lack
of snow. February 10 we raced at Temple Mountain on
man-made snow. On March 3, the Bill Koch League
Championships were held at Vermont Pcademy in Saxton's
River. Snow for the event was brought in by truck.
The skiers raced on a thin ribbon of snow while the
spectators enjoyed an early version of mud-season.
Elizabeth Berard, Melissa Grab, Keith Jackson, Heidi
Killory, Griff Thomas, and Louie Thomas were
participants at the Championships.
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In spite of poor conditions enthusiasm was high and we
had good participation at the programs that were held.
Pt the end of the year picnic, held on a Saturday in
April, we awarded the Sean Leary Pward to Elizabeth
Berard for her years of enthusiastic participation and
sportsmanship.
We would like to express our thanks to our supporters
who helped during the year. Our special thanks to Lou
Thomas, our Director and his Assistants Bill Pine and
Lola Grab.
Summer Recreation
Ue had a "great" fun-filled summer program this year
with over 100 town children participating. Our thanks
go to Director Alison Randall and her wonderful staff
for making this the most successful year ever. Once
again we are grateful to the Fitzwilliam Inn for
donating the use of the swimming pool. The use of the
pool allows us to continue offering the Red Cross
Swimming Program to our children.
The highly organized program this year included
activities of arts and crafts, swimming, field trips,
and every game imaginable for outdoor play. The use
of our new sportsfield this summer was a great plus.
Ue offered some new opportunities this year by setting
up a variety of sports clinics including golf, tennis,
basketball and soccer. The program variety this year
offered new experiences from tie-dying to nature
activities. The program was a great success and
appreciated by all.
Fall - Soccer Program
The Soccer Program had another excellent season
despite having to limit the use of the sportsfield.
The Saturday morning program continued to be popular,
with 106 youngsters involved. The implementation of a
Friday beginners* Kindergarten - First Grade program
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proved a valuable asset with 18 children partici-
pating. The Travel Team had a mixed season, winning
three games and losing five. Practices were held reg-
ularly on Sunday afternoons, and the team participated
in two regional tournaments. The booster organization
was again active, selling refreshments on Saturday
mornings. The $310.00 raised will be used to buy
materials for bleachers. The Commission wishes to
thank Carolyn Edwards for again directing the program
so capably. Camp Fleur-de-lis for allowing us to use
their field for practices, and all the parents who
coached, refereed, cheered and boosted!
Qdult Programs
Contra dancing was reintroduced to Fitzwilliam by
Carey and Dancy Bluhm in 1991. This monthly program
will likely continue as a special series of dances in
1992.
Aerobic dancing was again conducted at our Town Hall.
This program which is jointly sponsored by Cheshire
County YMCA, will be relocated at the Troy Town Hall.
The program will continue to be available to
Fitzwilliam Town Residents.
The Second Annual Charlie Wallace Memorial Five-K race
was held on June 21, 1991. Over $400.00 in prizes
were awarded to the participants, thanks to the gener-
ous donations of our local businesses and merchants.
Larry Sayers (15:32) and Carolyn Sprague (17:51 ) set
new course records for men and women. Fitzwilliam
residents Paul Dunton and Patricia Pine were the





The Commission continued to support the Troy-
Fitzwilliam Youth Baseball Association. The children
benefiting from this organization come from both Troy
and Fitzwilliam. 106 of the total 169 participants
were from Fitzwilliam. The program offers softball










Starting line up of Charlie Wallace Memorial 5K Race
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The Library had another record year with high usage
of materials, facilities and staff. Circulation of
materials was up 20 percent with a total figure of
15,678 items loaned. Library programs continued to
be a priority with 72 programs offered and 1188 in
attendance, attendance at fall preschool story hour
was up 60'/. over the previous year. In other words,
library business is booming.
New additions in 1991 include an ftpple 2c computer,
printer and software for public use. These were made
possible through many generous gifts made to the
Library in memory of Francis Massin. P computer
workcenter was added to the juvenile room to house
the equipment, filso added to the collection were
close to 500 books, 37 periodical subscriptions, 40
video cassettes and 13 computer software programs;
all purchased from trust funds and gifts.
The Friends of the Library continued their strong
work on behalf of library services. In 1991 their
efforts contributed significantly to the renovation
of the juvenile room with the financing of a carousel
and paperbacks as well as a new table and chairs
donated in memory of Lillian Dahl. ft set of encyclo-
pedias and some children's videos rounded out their
purchases. In addition, the Friends* Board aided the
Librarian with programs; particularly a highly
successful Summer Reading Program which registered 95
children who read 871 books during the summer!
fln ongoing concern remains maintenance of the
historic building that houses the Library, fit the
end of 1991, the Trustees drew the balance of
interest on the Marguerite Davis trust fund to
underwrite such projects as sill work, roofing and
wiring. In addition, the front room will need
renovations to allow integration of the computer at
the circulation desk. This concern is reflected
in the increased budget request for maintenance.
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The automation project continues at the Library.
Book ordering, cataloging and billing were
computerized in 1991. The final stage remains the
automation of the circulation functions. However,
before the records can be converted to machine
readable data, the book collection must be completely
cataloged. Unfortunately, the cataloging has been
rather sketchy in the past and hundreds of books must
be cataloged and inventoried. In 1992 I hope to make
great strides toward this goal.
I would like to thank volunteers Olga Cuccinello,
Lottie Guild, Judy Hancock, Harriet Underwood and
Dotty Simmerman. In addition I would like to commend
Louise Greene for her help with R. ft. T. S. , a reading
club for grades 5 through 7, and Joan Knight and
Dancy Bluhm for the generous donation of their time
and storytelling talents. Library Assistants Debby
Chipman and Olga Rankin continue to do a great Job
and I thank them as well.
Bill Connelly left the Library after many years of
faithful service as building custodian and I want to
thank him for his help over the years.
The Trustees, Paula Baldwin, Lucia Bequeart and Jim
Crenshaw, and I thank the Selectmen and the community





REPORT OF THE CENETERY DEPPRTHENT
1991
It was another busy year - the grass never stopped
growing. We trimmed the brush around the cemetery
walls. Some of the lots needed loam and seeding, and
monuments and markers were also repaired.
The Village tool house was repaired and painted. Ue
hope to repair the foundation of the tool house next
year.
Ue would like to purchase two new mowers next year,
and plan to continue to loam and seed the Pine Grove
Cemetery. Ue would also like to lime and fertilize
the grass. The older riding mower needs to be
repaired, so we may use it at the Pine Grove Cemetery.
In the Village Cemetery there were:
4 burials and 3 cremations
In the Pine Grove Cemetery there were:




Color Guard at Memorial Da>/ 1991, Village Cemetery
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The grass had a slow start this year. Ue hope to
seed, fertilize and lime the lower part of the Park.
Ue lost another tree in a storm.
Railroad ties were installed around the lower part of
the Park. We would like to continue to install more
railroad ties around the rest of the Park this year.
We would like to plant four trees this year to replace
the ones which have been lost in past years.
A sign for the Public Safety Building was installed







The 1991 Memorial Day Program began with a ceremony on
the Town Hall steps on the traditional May 30th date.
We were honored to have as our distinguished speaker
Mrs. Catherine Favreau. Mrs. Favreau gave a moving
account of her experiences as the mother of a son ser-
ving in the Persian Gulf Conflict. Also present were
Mr. Plteri Farinoli and Mr. George Von Kopff who
served in the First Uorld Uar. Mr. Dwight Billings,
another honored veteran, was unable to attend. We
enjoyed the participation of the MRHS marching band,
which accompanied Rev. Timothy Haynes for a moving
rendition of "God Bless the US«". The Little Monad-
nock VFW, Girl Scouts, Brownie Girl Scouts and the
Trinity Baptist Church ftWftNft Group all took part in
the program with Selectman Tom Lacy serving as Master
of Ceremonies. The parade made it»s way to the Village
Cemetery and then on to the Depot Park where Mr. Lacy
conducted a brief ceremony before the group proceeded
to Pine Grove Cemetery to complete the exercises.
The Memorial Day Committee is interested in receiving
more input from the townspeople, specifically names of
those who have served in the firmed Forces. We are
particularly interested in forming a larger parade in-
cluding Veterans. You may contact us through the Town
Office. In order to adequately prepare for the 1992
program, preparations are beginning in January this
year with the 1991 committee presiding. We encourage
residents to become involved in this very important
holiday, remembering our Veterans and those who gave
their lives in service for our country.
We would like to extend our appreciation to all those
who participated in the 1991 program. Special thanks
to Mr. ft Ian Thompson who did the artwork for the pro-
gram cover. Thanks also to Bob Dunton, Ed Matson, and
Rev. Lloyd Kenyon.
Respectfully submitted,





Year Ending Deceaber 31, 1991
Not Listed in 1999 ftwNial Report
BIRTHS
Nflffi DATE PLACE




Year Ending Deceaber 31, 1991
BIRTHS
NAME DATE PLACE
Stephen Hatthew 82/07/91 Keene, NH
Nicholas yilliai 83/23/91 Keene, NH
Danielle Elizabeth 84/19/91 Hanover, NH
Brice Adaa 85/86/91 Keene, NH
Sarah Maclean 85/38/91 Peterborough, NH
Nichole Elaine 86/18/91 Keene, NH
Joshua Michael 86/18/91 Peterborough, NH









Steven Michael Pterin, Sr.
Cynthia Pullaan
Robert A. Cunninghai, Jr.
Laurie Lee Cray















Benjaain Neff 88/04/91 Keene, NH
Zachary Forrest 08/28/91 Keene, NH
Riley K. Mai lory 89/16/91 Peteborough, m Debra Gail Mai lory
Katherine Rose Sayth





















Peterborough, NH Vicki Lynn Boudrieau
John Alfred Mercier






Richard Oris Gilaan, Jr.
Lois Catherine Lackie
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Baldwin Estate, Jessie S.
Baldwin, Evelyn M.
Bassett, HoNard C.& Karen
Bateean, Richard; Phyllis
Beaudoin, Roger & Pauline
Beneficial Fin. Co. of HA
Berardi, flldo & Catharine
Berardi, Catharine N.
Birch Estate, Sally C.
Borghesi, Jaies; Kathleen
Boucher, Roger & Lorraine
Boucher, Roger R.& Lucien





Col burn, Bruce S.
Colonial Co-operative Bnk
Crabtree, Gertrude E.
Crisp Estate, Robert A.
Cuflings, Shirley E.
Daaon, John R.
Davis Jr, Sandra; Uilliai
Faoosi, Margaret; Reynold
Ferguson, Duncan; Barbara







New Haipshire Acres, Inc.
Zileaba, Christine M.
Ladd Jr. , Harold J.





Sywmds, Randy R.& Debbie A.
ShawMit Bank, N.A.
Handy, Jr. , Eugene U. & Brandy
Hitchell




Colburn, Bruce S.& Ellen





Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Davis Jr., Uilliai H.
Faiosi, Reynold
Sylvester, Daniel G, David
Date
1991 PROPERTY TRANSFERS
Grantors Grantees Date Location
Ferguson, Duncan; Barbara
First NH Bank, MA
Fontaine, Joseph &
Jeanette
Foss, Robert & Barbara A.
GadMah, Ronald; Katharine
Gale,Sr. , Charles et al
Gaseau Estate, f^n K.
Gorbet, Lisa
Gorbet, Michael P.& Lisa
Grant, Harold E.
Green, Trustee, Rayeond C.
Henry, Everett fl.






Kiberd, Hyles fl.& Eleanor
Loni Sue Realty Trust
Marecek, Mary & Margaret
GoodNin
McHenry, ThoAas G.& Jane
Meattey, Tynne
Merri field, B. Kenneth
Monadnock Bank
Moran, Thooas F.& Wayne
Morong, Kevin P.& Lisa fl.











LaBarre, Jay & Stacie Pecor
Casey* s Ca«p Site Co, Inc.
Casey's Caap Site Co, Inc.
Charlie's Caip Site Co, Inc.
Nadeau, Perry D.& Roberta L.
Grant, Hal
Grant, Hal
Younie, John W.& Virginia D.




Carlson, Kenneth W.& Iraa J.
Town of FitzHilliaA
Winter, Beverly L.
Adaos, Robert E.& Loretta M.
Bender, Bruce D.& Lisa R.
Keresey, Joseph W.6 Marilyn
Jarvis, John fl.& Lorraine fl.
Merrifield, B. Kenneth &
Wayne Cunninghaa
Beneficial Finance Co. of Mfl











Stone Estate, David L.
Stone Estate, Stillian P.
Stone, Eleanor M.
Stone, Eleanore H.
Strait iff Jr, John & Lori
Streeter, Jo^n D.
Sunter Jr, Roy A.& Betty
Ta«posi, Nicholas E.&
Nark Maynard




von Kapff, George R.S.
Uhite, Joseph P.& Angela
Uright, Uinston A.& Jane
Yantiss, fllvin C.& Gladys















Dahlgren, Jack & Ruth H.
Stone, Barbara E.
Stone, Stillaan S.
Despres, Jaies & Gloria J.
DeVito, Hare B.& TaMy A.
Perhai, ^drew J. & Diane K.
Sunter Jr, Roy A.
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co, Inc
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co, Inc
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co, Inc
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co, Inc
Seppala 8e Aho Constr. Co, Inc
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co, Inc
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co, Inc
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co, Inc
Hay, Franklin D. & Evelyn P.
Pushee, Haurice
Pollock, David B.
von Kapff, George R.S. et al
ShaMMit Bank, N.A.






Abraao,et al, Salvatore J.
Mans, Robert E.& Loretta H.
Adafts, Robert E.& Loretta H.
Addy, Phillip B.& Carolyn C.
flgranoMitz, Pleen
AgranoMitz, Aleen
Oho, Steven L.& Lugretta D.
Albert ini, Ednund R.
flldsMorth, Doris Y.
flldswrth, Richard A.
flliano, Charles F.& Barbara
Allen, George D.& Donna L
Allen, Margaret K.
Allen, Margaret K.
Allen, OneziK J.& Rita A.
Allison, III, Uilhan & Gail L.
Aiies, Jonathan P.
Aftsden et al, Elizabeth C.








Anderson, Douglas P.& Loretta
Anderson, Gary L.
Anderson, Karl






Anderson, Robert H.& Janice
Anderson, Robert H.& Janice
Anderson, Robert H.& Janice
Anderson, Robert H.& Janice
Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDINB
42,81-44
PROPERTY VPLWTIQN
NMC Hap-Lot (teres LflND BUILDINB
Andre, Maurice & Susan HoMard
PROPERTY VflUMTIQN
Map-Lot Acres U)ND BUILDING









Bellaiare, Robert E.& Arlene M.
Beflis, Daniel H.& Estella C.
Daniel H.& Estella C.
Daniel H.& Estella C.
Daniel H.& Estella C.
Daniel H.& Estella C.
Daniel R.& Susan K.
Bender, Bruce D.& Lisa R.
Beninati, Theresa
Bennett, Charles L.
Bennett, Walter T.& Margaret A.
Bequaert, Lucia H.& Frank C.
Berard, Dennis P.& f^n L.










Betz, Carl A.& Suzanne
Hap-Lot flcrw LflND BUILDINB
Bichel, Robert
BigMOod, Jaoes B.
BigwKxi, Jaaes B.& Linda A.
Bill, Louise H.
Billings, Dwight B.
Binghan, Norian, Sylvia, & Marc
Binghai, Norian, Sylvia, & Marc
Binghai, Norian, Sylvia, & Marc
Bishop, Eileen L.& Joe
Bishop, Jaoes R.& Zillah
Bishop, Jaies R.& Zillah
Bishop, et al, Carl A.
Bissell, Marilyn P.









Caggiano, Joseph & Jacqueline H.
Caisse, Brian P.& Diane M.
Calkin, Dana R.& Deborah L
Callahan, Walter & Dorothy Lohiann
Calorio, Jaies & Roberta
Canarata, Rocco & Louise D.
Caipanella, Robert J.& Rita S.
Caipbell, R.U.J.& Lillian I.
Canney, Patricia, David & Mark
Canney, Patricia, David & Mark
Canney, Patricia, David & Mark
Cantua, Rayannd F.
CantMell, Kevin R.& Barbara A.
Caouette, Andre J.& Susan J.
Caracappa, Lon
Carbone, Frank, Carolyn & T.Kanter
Carey, Edwin J.& Edith R.
Carley, Ediund F.& Dorothy
Carlson, Kenneth U.& Iria J.
Carlson, Louis E.& Miriaa E.
Carlson, Louis E.& Miriaa E.
Carlson, Louis E.& Miriaa E.
Caraody, Uilliaa F.& Trina F.
Caron,Sr., Noraan J.& Caroline N.
Carpenter, John
Carrier, Louis D.& Joyce 6.
Carruthers, Cary D.& Sherry L.
Carruthers, Cary D. & Sherry L.
Carter, Frank A.& Ladonna
Carter, Sregg
Carter, Richard H.& Carol E.
Caruso, David A.& Kathy
Casey, Laurence J.
Casey* s Caap Site Co. , Inc.
Casey's Caap Site Co., Inc.
Cassely, Peter M.& Nancy D.
Castles, G.Richard & Jean 6.
Cavadini, Kenneth E.& Evelyn




Cece, Hichael E.& Concetta
Cedrone, Mark
Cerrane, Salvatore & Marlene
Cerrone, Salvatore & Harlene P.
Chaiplin, Edward C.& Lorraine L
Chaplin,et al, Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin, et al, Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin,et al. Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin,et al, Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chapoan, Barry 6.& Rebecca fl.
Charlie's Caap Site Co., Inc.




Chase, Jr. , fkward E.
Chase, Sr., Howard E.
Chenard, Viola M.
Christensen, Dennis S.& Diane K.
Christensen et al, Dennis S.& Diane
Christopher, Stephen, Brenda; S.Donov
Churchill, Charles N.4 Glynda L.
Ciliberto, Fred A.& Virginia M.




Cobum, Gene F.& Sandra D.
Cogliano, Michael A.& Roberta
Cdien, Irene R.
Col burn, Bruce S.& Ellen
Colella, Steven T.& Jane M.
Col lei la, Steven T.& Jane M.
Col lei la, Steven T.& Jane M.
Collins, Michael & Janet C.
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Collins, Walter E.& Frances
Coneau, Margery




CondoainiuB Assoc., Devlp.Teaa, Inc.
Connelly, David E.& Vivien
Cmnelly, ^irley H.
Conover, Charles K.& Shares ft.
Conte,Jr., Frank S.& Angelina N.
Corbosiero, Guy C.& Peggy R.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.






Coughlin, Brian J.& Lauren E.
Courteaanche, Randy L.
Courteaanche, Jr. , Robert H.
Craig, John E.F.& Karen M.
Craig, John E.F.& Karen M.






Creed, Thomas & Anna
CreoAins, Jr. , Uilliaa J.
Crenshaw, Jataes R.& Janelle P.
Criniti, Joseph
Criscuolo, Vincent P.& Marilyn J.
Crocker, III, Kendall F.
Crocker, III, Kendall F.
Croteau, Lawrence A.& Kathy A.
Croteau, Leonard 6.
Croteau, Jr., SaAuel & Leona F.
Crouch, Charles U.& Catharine B.





JflNi HiP-iot flcTBS LflND BUILDING
CroMley, Francis J.& Dorothea
CroMley, Lawrence J.& Gail K.
Crutchley, Donald 0.& Barbara B
Crutchley, Donald 0.& Barbara E.
Crutchley, Donald 0.& Barbara B.




Casings, Shirley E.& C. Welch
CuMings, Walter & Elizabeth
Cunninghaa, Robert P.& Cynthia
Cuomo, Gene E.& Maureen K.
Curt in, Mark A.
Curtis, Roland A.& Beth N.











D & B Realty Trust, I Gail Bennett, T e9,ie-«2
Dahl, Frank A.
Dahl, Frank A.
Dahlgren, Jack & Ruth M.
Daley, Daniel L.& Mary S.
Daoon, Brian K.
Daion, Clayton H.& Bemice R.
Damn, Clayton H.& Bernice R,
Daaon, Clayton H.& Bemice R.
DajBCHi, ClaytcMi, Bernice, Brian
Daaon, Edwin L.& Phyllis B.
Daaon, John R.& Beverly F.





Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daaon, John R.6 Harry C.
Daion, John R.& Harry C.
Daaon, John R.ft Harry C.
Dawn, John R.& Harry C.
Daaon, John R.& Harry C.
Daaon, John R.& Harry C.












D*ftnello, Paul & Janet L.
D'flrienzo, Joseph G.& Page Else
Daub, Horace
Davini, Michael & Julie
Davis, Derrick L.& Pnn M.
Davis, Dwight, et al
Davis, Edith L.
Davis, Edith L.
Davis, Edward P.& Cheryl M.
Davis, Edward fl.& Cheryl N.
Davis, Mildred B.
Davis, Shirley n.& Carleen L
Davis, Jr., Roger P. 4 Joan M.
Davis, Jr., Williaa H.
Davis, Jr., Williaa H.
Davis, Jr., Williaa H.& Sandra M.
De Mello, Edward & Shirley ft.
De Santis,Sr., Gasper & Mildred
Dearani, flbrahaa C.& Elizabeth B.
Dearden,Jr., Joseph & P.Jenkins





Decatur, Thotas B.& Lucile
Decatur, Thoaas B.& Lucille P.
Decker, Howard E.& Eleanor H.
Deegan, Robert U.& Despina H.
Del isle, Scott & Ruth
Delcmgchamp, Roger D.& D.Jean
Delimgchaip, Roger D.& D.Jean




Derby, Lawrence E.& Dilys J.
Derby, Paul L.& Marsha H.
Derby, Stanley E.
Derose, Barbara & Jaies Cirillo
DeSiaone, Uilliaa S.& Elizabeth fl.
Desmxid, Ualter F.& Nancy L.
Despres, JaiKS & Gloria J.
Despres, Roger R.
Despres, TheoJore 0.& Marilyn
Devin, Robert A.& Elisabeth I.
DeVito, Marc B.& Taany ft.
Deyo, Gary H.& Judith A.
Deyo, Jaises H.
DiCeglie,Jr., Vincent J.& Donna J.
Dick, Kenneth Q.& Sharon G.
Dickenson, Kennin D.& Marsha ft.
Dickie, Leslie & Paul Rhine
Dickie, Mark ft.& Christine
Dickinson, Thelna J.
Diener, Norean E.
Dion, Nornand ft.& Joan R.
Dix, Brian E.
Dixon, Barbara
Dodge Estate, Fred F.
Dolbeare, Pauline K.
Dolbeare, Scott M.& Mary Ryan
Doaingue, Greg L.& Carol ft.
Map-Lot
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
NAME toHjit teres LflND BUILDINB
Donnelly, Joan & George Mikels
PROPERTY VALUATION




Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fey, Laurel B.
Fichtel, ThoAas U.& Dagiar
Figelski, Ualter 6.& Betty R.
Fignic, Robert & Joyce
Fish, Noritan H.& Pauline
Fish Estate, Robert B.
Fisher, Barbara fl.& Steven
Fiske, Jane L.
Fisl<e,Jr., George F.& Barbara
Fiske, Jr. , George F.& Barbara M
Fitzgerald, Ronald & Barbara
Fitzgerald, Ronald & Barbara
Fitzpatrick, Jane M.
Fitzwillian, Jc^n H.
FITZWILLIflM BAPTIST CHURCH, .
Fitzwilliao) CcMiminity Church, .
FITZWILLIflM COMMUNITY CHURCH, .
FITZWILLIflM FIRE DEPT., INC.
FITZWILLIflM HISTORICflL SOCIETY, INC.
FitzMilliaa Inn, Inc.
FitzNilliaa Inn, Inc.




Flaherty, Jr. , Janes P.& Doreen
Flanders, fllbert
Flanders, fllbert E.& Mary L.
Fleet, Norftan L.& Florence Ross
Fleet Bank, IRfl Cust.for Don. Graf
Fletcher, flshley W.& Lee B.
Fletcher, flshley W.& Lee B.
Fleur De Lis Caap, .
Fleur De Lis Canp, .
Fleur De Lis Caip, .
Flook, George L.
Flynn, Daniel




Foden, Stanley J.& Patricia E.
Foley, Alice J.
Foley, Michael
FoUansbee, Harper & Patience
Follansbee, Harper & Patience
FoUansbee, Harper & Patience
Fontaine, Herve R.& Gladys L.
Ford, Lydia U.
Forest, Roiald J.
Forrest, Robert L.& Helena L.
Forte, Linda H.
Forte, Steven U.& Deirdre E.
Fort in, Paul R.4 Phyllis
Fort in, Robert F.& Sandra L.
Foumier, David & Syble Horton
Foumier, Francis H.& Theresa
Foirnier, Jaies D.& Brenda
F(Hirnier, Jaws D.& Brenda
Foumier, Jr., Joseph R.& Deborah fl.
Fraipton, Edward fl.& Joan A.
Fraipton, Edward A.& Joan A.




6.Beals Trust, c/o Bank of N.E.
Gabriel, Lawrence & Kathleen
Gagne, Kerry P.& D.Chipaan
Gagnon, Anthony R.& Eileen
Gannon, Herbert kl.& Marilyn E.
Gardner, Gregory
Garland, David U.
Garland, Donald M.& Phyllis T.
Garland Estate, Florence 0.
Garland Estate, Florence 0.









Gauthier, Arthur F.& Patricia C.
Geary, Joan E.
Geary, yilliaa G.& Marianne
6ehling,Jr. , Raynond L.& Elizateth
Geilfuss, Jaines J.& Janet H.
Geiser, Dorothy
Geisler, Genevieve & Donna Pllen
George, Justin U.& Habel M.L.
ternain, Gary P.& Louise fl.
Gerrior, John B.& Barbara G.
Gibbons, III, Uillian H.& Jean E.
Gill, Brian C.& Valerie T.
Gillespie, Patrick T.& Karen
Gilnan, Richard E.
Gilflore, Lewis D.& Mary G.
Gilnore, Lewis D.& Mary G.
Girard, Dennis & Ja«es
Girard, Sandra A.
Glidden, Steven & Ruth E.
Goddard, Arnold & Rachael
Goetz,Jr., Fred U.
GoetZjJr., Fred U.




Goodnow,et al, Evelyn R.
Goodwin, Russell G.
Goodwin, Uayne J.& Barbara A.
Goodwin, II, Leon & Michelle
Goodwin, Jr., Russell G.
Gordon, Robert J.
Gould, Melrose A.& Kathryn
Gouslin, Roger A & Linda J.
Grab, Michael & Lola-Gene B.
Grabarz, John P.& Patricia A.
Graf, Jr., George L.& Lilly H.






Hadsell, Tiaothy & Barbara U.
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn R.
Haggblad, Joseph H.& Diane M.
Hagglund, Mary L
Hagstrofi,III, Carl J. & Gail
HagstroflijIII, Carl J. & Gail
Hall, Jr., Warren S.& ftvis M.
Hallett, Frances G.
Hallett, Frances G.
Haaelin, Francis A.& Irene
Hanilton, Curtis T.& Sheila ft.
Hamsond, Ondreit & Patricia
Hancock Hooes, Inc., .
Hancock, II, Jaoes H.
Hancock, II, Jaoes H.
Hancock, II, Jaoes H.
Hanc«:k, II, Jaoes H.& Judith E.
Hancock, II, Jaoes H.& Judith E.
Handy, Jr., Eugene & Brandy Mitchell
Handy, Jr., Roy E.& Shirley L.
Hanninen, John H.& Brenda L.
Hanninen, Mary ft.
Hanninen, Mary ft.






Hark ins, Rbt., Nancy & V.Lake
Harrington, Donald E.& Shirley ft.
Harringtcm,Jr.et al, Robert N.
Harrison, Jr., Edwin J.& Beryl M.
Hart, Edward J.& Edward U.
Hart, Paul R.
Harvest Teople Church, Inc.
Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
28,42
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
NMC Wap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDINB











Holian, Jaoes U.& Ursula
HoUan, John E.& Debbie
Holaan, John E.& Debbie A.
Holaan, Richard A.& Sandra
Holian, Rosalie A.& Kathleen
Holsan 1983 Trust, .
Holaan 1983 Trust, .
Holnes, H.David & Irene E.
Holoes, Ualter B.
Holnes Estate, Hildred E.
HoIks Estate, Mildred E.
Holaes Estate, Mildred E.
Holies Estate, Mildred E.
Honeycutt, Marshall L.& Catherine
Hongisto, Gertrude
Hongisto, Ualter E.& Modena
Hooper, Richard & Avis
Houpt, Freda B.



























Hubbard, David K.& Nancy E.
Hughes, Peter




Hunter, Uilliafl R.& Betty
Hunter, Jr. , Harold R.& Brenda
Huntington ^rtgage Co., .
Huntoon, Mary E.
Huntoon,Jr., Clyde U.& Laurie L.
Hyde, Ellen R.
Hyde, Robert S.& Melissa
Hyeel, Louis J.
Hyslop, Jed & Tracy
Hyslop, Jed & Tracy
Ibelle, Plan D.& Jean Q.




losua, Scott, Jayce & fl.flrrigo
Irvings, Mark L.& Susan P.
Irvings, Mark L.& Susan P.
J & R Trust, c/o J.Ilg & R.Raitto
Jackson, Joseph J.& Barbara
Jackson, Robert S.& Deborah D.
Jacobs, Arthur J.& Kathryn




Jagiello, George & Fredi Walker
Januskiewiecz, Peter R.& Tracey A.
Jarvi, Heirs, David
Jarvis, John A.& Lorraine A.
Jarvis, Jc^n A.& Lorraine A.
Jarvis, Jcrfin A.& Lorraine A.




Jobbagy,Sr., Francis & Nary
Johansson, Carl S.& Doris E.
Johansson, Carl S.& Doris E.
Johnson, Agnes J.
Johnson, Bruce





Johnson, Ronald & Sarah
Johnson, Russell J.& Annette
J(^nson,Jr., Arthur L
Jones, Quentin R.& Bonnie M.
Jones, Saauel B.& Barbara L.
Jcmes, SaAuel B.& Barbara L.
Jones, Sanuel B.& Barbara L.
Joslin, Tiaothy H.& Kristin M.
Joy, Elliot S.
Joy, Lester & Janice
Joyce, Phyllis E.
Joyce, Phyllis E.
Judge, Norman E.& Jeanne E.
Judycki, Anthony U.
KAB Realty Trust, Karen Bazley, Trust
KAB Realty Trust, Karen Bazley, Trust
Kane, Albert J.& Beverly J.
Kassotis, Uayne H.6 Linda A.
Kates, JaAes 6.
Kates, Jaaes 6.& Peter
Kates, Janes 6.& Peter
Keilig, Roger B.
Keith, Marguerite & Bonnie H.
Kelly, John J.& Patricia H.
Kelly, Judith A.
Kelly, Paul L.& Anny F.
Kendall, Winters N.& Alice
Kendal l,et al, Frank
Kenison, Donna





Kennedy, Brian K.& Helen S.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaoes H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaies H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaies H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaies H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Ja«es H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaws H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaoes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Jaies H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Janes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Jaies H.
Kennedy, %eila C.& Jaies H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaws H.
Kennedy, %eila C.& Jaaes H.
Kennedy, ^eila C.& Jaws H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.& Jaws H.
Kenney, Harold T.& flrlene L.
Kenney, June B.
Kenney, Jr., Harry E.& Constance S.
Keresey, Joseph U.& Marilyn B.
Kerrigan, et al, Joseph (Trustees)
Kiberd, Myles fl.& Eleanor B.
Killeen, Austin J.& ^ne K.
Killory, Daniel & (^drea H.
Kinney, David & Christine
Kirby, Megan
Kiritsy, Charles fl.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles A.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles A.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles B.& Anna
Kittredge, Philip M.& Barbara J.
Knight, Bruce & Joan
Knight, Steven fl.
Knights, Ualter
KnoNltcm, Paul & Marie
Koehler,Jr., Theodore
Kokell, John & Joy M.
Korjeff, Michael 6.










Kostuck, Rbt.& Valerie DePeyster
Kotila, Paul M.& Kathleen
Kottke,Jr., Thomas & Jacklyn
Kottke,Sr., Thoaas & Cheryl
Kottke,Sr., Thooas & Cheryl L.
Kottke,Sr., Thonas & Cheryl L.
Kowaleski, Mary A.
Kraft, Stephen M.& flrlene L.
Kramer, Sybil H.
Krisch, David A.
Krunklevich, Edward M.& Carole
Kublbeck, Linda & Janes
Kublbeck, Linda L.& Janes R.
Kuhlnan, Mary E.
Kuhlman, Mary E.
Kurtz, Steven B.& Edith A.
Kustosz, Henry M.& Susan
La Fcmtaine, Francis R.
La Pan, Uillian
La Pierre, Enery L.& Judith H.
La Pointe, Thonas S.& Martha M.
La Porte, Ann H.& D. Hewitt
LaBarre, Jay A.& Stacie Pecor
Lacy, Thonas B.& Sally M.
Ladd,Jr, , Harold J.
Ladebauche, Paul E.& Beatrice C.
LaFave, Robert L.& Patricia A.




LaFontaine, Ray.A.& Kathy M.
Lagerberg, David & Judith
Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDINB
03,08
PROPERTY VflLUQTIQN






Linskey, Donald D.& Jo-ann H.
Linton, Hargaret
Linton, Rotert & Margaret R.
Litchfield, Eva P.
Little Nonadnock Realty Trust, .
Lively, Daniel & Nancy
Livengood, David 6.& Debra M.
Lojko, Steven L.& Harie Carole
Long, Nicholas R.& Nancy K.





Loos, Charles B.& Carolyn A.
Lord, Barbara J.





Lund, Alfred P.& Patricia
Luopa Estate, Arne U.
Lynterg, John W.& John f\, Warner
Lynch et al, Doiald F.
Macfilister, Bruce & Marilyn
MacDonald,Jr. , Angus D.& Carolyn C.
MacKay, Don.& Morgan Stinenetz II
MacKay, Don.& Morgan Stinenetz II
MacKenzie, Scott L.& Jolyn M.




MacLean, Uayne A.& Rita E.
Mageary, Michael R.
Mahler, Kenneth U.& Laura B.




Nahoney, Daniel & Cheryl
Hain,Jr., Htward L.
Mandra, Joseph
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred





Marotta, Alfred & Rose
Marsden, Joseph P.& Velna J.
Marsden, yilliaa J.& Marie J.
Marshall, Richard & Joyce
Marshall, Richard L.& Claire L.
Marshia,Jr., Rcmald & Grace
Martel, Christopher M.& Uendy
Martin, Barry J.& Eliz.
Martin, Doris C.& Joan E.
Martin, Edward C.& Sieglinde
Martin, Francis & Marie E.
Martin, Josephine P.
Martin, Levi F.i Gertrude
Martin, Nancy A.
Martin, Randall S.& Lori Kay
Martorilli, Caraine V.& Yvette
Massin, Charles 6.B.
Massin, Charles G.B.& Susan M.
Massin, Elizabeth
Massin, Elizateth
Matterazzo, Eugene M.& Mary E.
Matthews, Pauline J.& Dale
Mattson, Aune S.
Mattson, Aune 5.
Mattson, Edwin G.& Shirley
Mattson, Jr., Edwin 0.& Sandra
Maurer, Philip L.& Elizabeth
Maurer, Philip L.& Elizabeth
MAU Fitzwilliai Trust, Peter S«ith,T




MU Fitzwilliafl Trust, Peter S«ith,T
May, Franklin D.6 Evelyn P.
May, Jeffrey L.& Sheila M.
May, Laurie C.fc Darryl F.
May, Uarren H.& Linda J.
May, Uarren H.& Linda J.
Nay, Uillias H.& Jo Ann M.
Mayer, ftrno
Mayer Molding Corp., .
Mazaleski, Edward & Lillian
MazeroUe, Patricia Q.
Mazzochi, Richard 6.& Leslie C.
Mc Ardle, Margaret ft.
Mc Cann, Uilliaa J.& Betty C.
Mc Closky, Richard F.& Mary P.
Mc Hugh, Judith fl.& Thotas J.
Mc Kenney, Robert F.& Claudia Cinaa
Mc Kenney, Uillian A.& Karen 1.
Mc Nutt, Donald L.& Iris B.
McCarthy, Caroline Hughes
McCulla, Thoaas S.& Beverly
McElaney, Alfred A.& Beverly J.
McGrath, Michael P.& Joan F.
McKinnon^ Paul E.& Kathryn J.
McLaughlin, Bertran B.& Joan B.
McLaughlin, Bertrai B.& Joan B.
McLaughlin, Bertraa B.& Joan B.
MEADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .
MEADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .
MEADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .
MEADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT., .
MEADOWOOD MEMBERSHIP, .
Meattey, Darryl D.& Janet





Medina, Doaingo & Lucille J.




Melosky, Stephen & Elizabeth
Kelvin, Jaaes 6.
Mendeloff, Ernest M.4 Kirstin
Hendeloff, Ernest M.& Kirstin
Hercier, Jdin A.& Vicki L.
Herrifield, B.Kenneth & U.Cunninghaa
terrifield, Erwin H.& Frigon N.E.
Merrill, Theodora M.






Methe, Michael fl.& Nancy C.
Hethe, Michael A.& Nancy C.
Metzger, Frank J.& Josephine P.
Metzger, J.Hayes & Katherine
Meyer Estate, Dr. Eugene U.
Meyer Estate, Dr. Eugene U.
Michelson, Carl
Michelson, Frank A.& Joan
Michelson, Frank A.& Joan
Michelson, Kenneth, et al
Michelson, Priscilla M.
Hichelson, Priscilla M.
Michelson, Wayne H.& Elaine M.
Middleton, Elizabeth M.
Milanesi, Louis H.& Elaine A.
Hilano, Joseph fl.& Alice T.
Milburn, Robert & Elizabeth
Miller, Jeffrey D.i Jean
Miller, John D.& Elizabeth
Miller, John D.& Elizabeth
Miller, Nancy U.& Crlyn. Saari
Miller, Robert P.& Dc^na Jean
Millett, Charles E.& Mary V.
Hills, Caaeron L.& Roberta A.
Miner, Michael G. et al
Hap-Lot
PROPERTY VfimTION





Murray, Leo P.& Elaine
Myer, Plan G.
Myrick, Harrison D.
Nadeau, Perry D.& Roberta L.
Nattila, Steven S.& Robyn J.
Naylor, Cecilia
Nay lor, Cecilia
NE Power Co., c/o Prop. Tax Dept.
Nelson, Uilliai
Nevin, Henry M.
Nevins, Jeff & Jacqueline Judsky
New Eng.Tel., & Tel. Co.
New Haapshire Acres, Inc.
Newcoflb, Paulette & L.Schiake
Newton, Joseph R.
Nickerson, Ronnie fl.& Lorelei A.
Nieber, Donald L.& Fay E.
Nieoela, Michael F.& Carol E.
Nieaela, Ralph J.& Grace M.
Nieaela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Niewla, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Nieaela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J.
Nirenberg, Morris & Rita
Noble, Susan M.
Noble, Susan U.
Nolan, Martin U.& Denise
Nolan, Robert J.
Nolan, Jr. , Matthew J.& Mary R.
Norby, Steven ft.& David J.
Norcross, F.Paul
Norcross, F.Paul
No5ek,Jr., Walter J.& Frances Q.
Nostrand, E. Terry
Noury, Richard F.& Dorothy
Noyes, Eiily Trowbridge
Noyes, J.Nicholas & Eaily




NflHE Hap-Lot teres LflND BUILDIWB
O'Brien, Wary ft.
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
NME HiP-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
Patch, Robert J. ft Kathleen
PROPERTY VflLURTIQN
JBg Map-Lot teres LflND BUILDINB
Pinkertcm, Noma I.
Plante, Donald U.& Joyce fl.
Pokorny, Joel M.& Vivianne S.
Polack, Uillian & Mary
Pollock, David B.
Poole, Jr., EdMind C.& P. Sweeney
Poor, fllan & Patricia
Popple, Eliza Q.
Porter, Qxistance & E.Duraer
Porter, Jeffry B.& Marcea L.G.




Pospisil, UilliaiB J.& Paoela J.
Potter, Bruce R.& Aletha E.
Pow, Tony & Poi Kun
Powers, John B.& Kathryn E.
Pratt, Nancy A.
Prentiss, George E.& Edith
Prevett, Jeanne E.
Prigge, Williaa N.& Kirsten 0.
Proctor, J(xiathcm R.& Nancy
Proctor, Mary M.
Proctor, Stephen G.& Gail P.
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc., c/o P^
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc., c/o PSW
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH







Pyrro, Uilliaa R.& Helen E.
Quesnel, Roger J.& Harriet
Quiiby, Tioothy S.& Sandra
Quinn, John & Lora Burgoon
Quinn, Patrick F.& Shirley
Quinnehtuk Co., .
Radke, Janet & Richard Laay
Radke, Janet & Richard La«y
Raitto, David fl.& ^lony










Raitto, Russell G.& Dee H.
Raitto, Russell G.& Dee H.
Raitto, Jr., Prthur & Diane
Raitto, Jr. , Arthur J.& Dianne
Raitto, Jr., Donald & Nancy J.
Ralls, Francis L.& Patricia
RaloMicz, Stephen & Philip
RaloMicz, Ster^en & Philip
Ralsttm, Peggy
Rankin, Olga U.
Rant ilia, Geoffrey Paul
Rant ilia, Geoffrey Paul
Rant ilia, Thelu
Rathbum, John K.
Ray, Donald E.& Lois G.
Ray, Donald E.& Lois 6.
Ray, Donald E.& Lois G.
Raynor,Jr., John & Helen U.





Robinson, Tirothy B.& Mary Ellen
Rocheleau, Martin C.& Carol Ann
Rogers, James M.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, Robert & Diane McPherson
Rooano, Joseph J.& Sally
Rose, Joanne
Ross, Elizabeth A.
Rousseau, Arthur J.& Genevieve
Rousseau, Arthur J.& Genevieve
Rousseau, Edeund A.& Kay F.
Rousseau, Leona
Rousseau, Paul R.& Janes B.
Roy, Hoffier S.& Janet E.
Roy, Kenneth F.& Gail A.
Roy, Jr., Winston & Lilly; L.Exel
Roy,Sr., Arthur C.& Joyce A.
Royce, John J.& Janet L.
Roye, Wendell J.
Rudy, Jr., Dan & Debra
Rugg, Madeline D.& Thonas 1.
Rugg, Madeline D.& Thofflas 1.
Rugg, ThoAas 1.& Donna M.

















, Robert & Deborah
Royce H.& Lorna M.
Royce H.& Lorna M.


















Russell, Robert P.& Harion L.
Ryan, Dana & Jeanne E.
Rybak, Aaron









Sal it, Janice P.
Salii, Richard T.& Hary H.
Sanaartino, Victor A.
Saaperisi, John fl.& Elizabeth Ann
Sanderson, Scot U.& Charlotte B
Santangelo,Jr., Robert V.& Colony E.
Santini, Robert & Tania
Santis, Arlene B.
Santy,Sr., John D.& Sharon A.
Sargent, Jr., Ronald E.& Marion D.





Schaidt, Kurt 6.& S. Earley
Schultz, Robert E.& Phyllis S.
Schuaann, Robert
Schuaann,II, Jaaes L.& Martha L.
Sciabarrasi,Jr., Anthony & D.Caouett
Scovel, Carl R.& Faith 6.
Seltzer, John C.& Theresa E.
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co., Inc., .
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co., Inc., .





Snell, Jaines D.& Alice E.
SncM, Lorna K.& Barbara Leith
Snyder, Raynond U.& Barbara
Sokol, Thoftas J.& H. Madden
Sokol, Thofflas J.& H. Madden
Soly, Joseph E.& Patricia
Songer, Keith
Spanks, Walter H.& Josephine A.
Spanks, Walter H.& Josephine A.
Spaulding, Evelyn M.
Spaulding, Evelyn M.
Spector, Sheldon A.& Karen J.
Spezzaferr i, Robert & Elizabeth
Spicer, David W.
Spicer, David W.





Spoon, Rayfflond A.& Judith A.
ST. JOSEPH CHURCH, .
ST. JOSEPH CHURCH, .
St. Laurent, Christopher & Halina
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen A.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen A.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen A.
Starkey, Car la R.& Carleton E.
Starkey, Carleton E.& Brenda
Starkey, Eugene F.
Starkey, Eugene F.
Starrett, Paul D.i Patricia S.
Starrett, Paul D.& Patricia S.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
STATE OF l€W HAMPSHIRE,
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
Stednan, Mary




Steinteck, John U.& Karen H.
Steiner, Frank U.& E.PcHilin
Stevens, Uilliaa 0.& Pauline
Stevens, Uillias D.& Pauline
Stewart, Barrie & Doreen Hall
























Suchanek, Sr. , Thonas H.& Josephine
Sullivan, Francis
Sullivan, Jc^n
Sullivan, Hark R.& Cinda B.
Sullivan, Ronald P.









SMezey, Clarence E.& Muriel H.
Swezey, Constance & 6.H Neuhoff
Sylvester, Daniel, David P.& Paul
Sylvester, Daniel, David P.& Paul
Synonds, Randy R.& Debbie A.
Taddeo, Ronald Lee




Tardiff, Joseph E.& Ruth M.
Tardiff, Joseph E.& Ruth M.
Tarlton, Peter U.
Tarlton, Peter U.




Taylor, Uilliaa T.& Elizabeth
Telaack, Inc.
Tenney, III, Charles & Jenny Luopa
Terpstra, Michael D.& Kathleen
Thackston,III, Richard H.& Andrea
Theall, Robert J.& Diane





ThoapscHi, Allyn M.& Robert L.
ThoApson, Allyn M.& Robert L.
Thoflpson, Allyn M.& Robert L.
ThoApson, Barbara L.& Michael
Thoapson, Eric & Mary U.
Thoapson, Eric & Mary U.
Thoapson, Gertruad E.
Thoapson, Peter
Thoaps(xi, Robert L.& Allyn M.
NiP-Lot
PROPERTY VQLUATIQN




TOWN OF FITZWILLIflM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, .












Trendell, Lance & Katina
Trowbridge, Richard K.& Marjory P.
Troy Mills, Inc.
Trueax, Bradley J.& Kathleen A.
Trueax, Clyde P.& Faith M.
Tucker, Robert M.& Marlane J.
Turner, Jr., Leonard E.& Donna J.




teH-ot Acres LAM) BUILDING
18,18
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
NME Hap-Lot teres LflND BUILDINB
Ufllor, Edward E.& Grace T.
PKOPERTY VflLUQTIQN
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN






Yasvin, Thonas fl.& Frances R.
Yasvin, Tho«as fl.4 Frances R.
Yglesias, Luis & Abigail Elias
Yon, fllthea L.
Young, Uallace H.& Irene
Younie, ichn U.& Virginia D.





ZiiMteroan, Ruth,& Jases & R. Ryder
ZiaiAernan, Susan M.& Martha J.
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